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11. What are the essential attributes and properties of an immortal
being or thing ?
12. Is man mortal or immortal in whole or in part, and what part?
13. What influence and effect have the relations, habits and condi
tions, of a man’s earth-life on the relations, conditions and happiness,
of his life beyond t ■
14. Is there a sphere or world of life for man, other and beyond this
natural world and the Spirit-world ?
.
15. Wherein consists the essential difference between material sub
stances and things and spiritual substances and things?
16. Is man physically, mentally or morally free ?
17. Is there any such thing as evil or sin; and if bo, in what does it
eonsist, and what was its origin, its use and destiny ?
18. Is the moral universe a means or an end in the creation; and is
the moral government of God his final government?
19. Is the moral universe now just such as God originally foresaw,
planned and designed ?
20. Is there any special Divine Providence in the sense which im
plies the direct interposition of Deity ?
21. Has God made any special revelation of his will to man; and if
so, in what does it consist ?
22. Has God provided any special means of man’s development, re
generation or'salvation?
23. Was Jesus Christ divine in any sense in which, and of which, man
is not capable ?
24. Is there a personal Devil; and if so, what was his origin, what
his character, capabilities, uses and destiny? '
25. What are the conditions and relations of the Spirit’s existence?
What are its surroundings, scenery, etc. ? What are its powers and
susceptibilities, and what are its sources of enjoyment ?
26. Wherein consists the difference between man’s life in the spiritual
world and his life in the material world ?
27. What effect has a premature physical death on ¡man’s spiritual
life and destiny ?
28. Have animalB an organized Spiritual entity —a self-conscious in
te llig e n c e ; and do they at death pass to another sphere or condition of
existence ?
29. What are the relations of mental to vital motion, and to what
extent are the faculties of the mind capable of controlling the functions
of the body ?
30. Can the" human mind, while in its earthly form and relations,
produce psychological and physiological effects on other human minds
and bodies with and without physical contact; and can it otherwise
manifest its powers, through inanimate forms and substances ?

investigating class in the city of New York is composed,
«s far as possible, of intelligent men and women who are supposed
to entertain tbe various popular theories involved in the questions
to be solved. This class, until further notice, will assemble each
succeeding Wednesday evening at the house of Charles Partridge,
and in conducting the meetings the following order will be ob
served '. At seven o’clock the question for the evening will be
read, after which will be presented papers from our friends
abroad, containing pertinent facts, modes of application to the
question under consideration, and conclusions. Then the persons
present will read their briefs of facts, arguments and conclusion,
and enforce the same with such brief remarks as may render the
elucidation of the subject more complete.
To give equal and the widest facilities to all persons—whe
ther present or absent—to participate in the discussion, we
purpose to consider the several questions in their order, giving
to each at least one week’s time, and probably more to some or
all of them. The purpose being simply to elicite and present
truth in as brief and yet as comprehensive a form as possible, the
following has been adopted as the order to be observed which is
believed to be best calculated to promote the objects had in
view.
First. Each contributor is requested to present in writing the
facts on which his or her conclusions are based.
Second. The mode of applying facts to the question.
Third. Conclusions.
Fourth. Remarks.
A- digest of each contributor’s facts, conclusions and arguments,
will be prepared and published weekly in the S pir it u a l T e l e 
g r a p h , for the benefit of all who feel anj interest in the subjects,
and especially for those friends abroad who oblige uj by partici
pating in the debate, that they may be weekly informed of the
manner in which the questions are treated. In this way we hope
to establish a nucleus for a universal debating society, for the
friendly and mutual interchange of facta and views on all the
great questions which involve the social, political aud religious
PE R SO N A L AND SPECIA L N O T IC E S .
interests of mankind. If this call is earnestly responded to with
a promise of good results to mankind, other questions will here Miss Hardlnge’ a Entertainm ent.
Miss E mma H ardinge will give her third musical, dramatic and pic
after be proposed and considered, having relation to the prac torial entertainment, assisted by a large corps of distinguished ama
tical, social and spiritual needs of humanity.
teurs, at the Broadway’Atheneum, 654 Broadway, on Wednesday Even
T he

QUESTIONS.

S. Is there a God ; and if so, what are the attributes of the divine
nature, and what the mode of the divine existence I
4. Is there a soul or Spirit-world; and if so, what was its origin, its
use and destiny f Where is it, and what connection and relation does
it hold to the physical or natural world ?
5. What is Life, and what was its origin ?
6 . Whit is Death, and what was its origin t
7. Are there such things or conditions as mortal and immortal; and
if so, what is it that is mortal and what immortal?
8 . What was the origin of the first man?.
9. What are man’s connections with, and relations to, material na
ture, spiritual nature and God?
10. What at« the uses and purposes of man’s creation

/ :

ing, when will be given the witches, scenes and musio of Macbeth, by
ladies and gentlemen amateurs. To be followed by a sketch of the
past, present and future condition of the Drama, by E mma H ardinge .
Reserved seats, 50 cents; admission, 25 cents. Subscription to the
series of six, for two persons, five dollars. Tickets to he obtained at
Emma Hardinge’s Musical Academy, 553 Broadway. The entertain
ment commence! at half-past seven o’clock.
Meetings In W llllam ab u rgh .
I t was announced in oar last issue, that the Spiritualists in Williamsbargh had taken measures to open a public hall, and establish a series
of Sunday meetings. We are requested, however, to say that the time
and place of the first meeting has not been fully determined upon, but
as soon as it is, due notice will he given.

COPIES, FIVE CENTS.

WHOLE NO. 250.

E m m a Hurdlnge’i Entertainment*.

E mma H ardinge begs to notify the friends who kindly patronize her
entertainments, that in order to give due effect to the production of tha
celebrated Witches’ scenes, and music of Macbeth, she will require so
many rehearsals, and such additional force to her amateur corps, that
she is compelled to postpone her next entertainment until Wednes
day evening, February 11th, 1857, when it will positively take placa
at the Broadway Athseneum, 654 Broadway, at half-past 7 o’clock.
Emma Hardinge deeply regrets thus disappointing her friends, and
patrons, hut trusts the result will justify the delay.
Lecture* next Sunday.
On Sunday next, morning

and evening, Rev. T. L. Harris will lec
ture at Academy Hall as usual. At the close of the evening disconrse,
a collection will be taken up for the benefit of the Spiritualist»’ Relitf
Association.

Mrs. B. c . Meier«», Dyirit Medium, 34 Tillary-street, Brooklyn. Hours
from 10 to 4 o’clock. Saturday aoa Sunday mcaeptga.
Up to the time of our going to press, it has not been »nnouncea to
us who is to be the lecturer at Dodworth’s Hall next Sunday.
GREAT IMPROVEMENTS IN PUNO-FORTES.
P A T R O N S OP T H E T E L E G R A P H , LOOK AT T H I S !
The P iano-F ortes manufactured by Messrs. Lights, N ewton & Bradbury, eon

stracted with the
PATENT ARCH WREST PLANK,

are undoubtedly the most substantial and Tellable instruments in the world; and that
they present one of the greatest improvements in this popular instrument will not
be disputed by any one competent to judge of their mechanical superiority, and their
unequaled power and purity of tone. In 1853 these instruments received the
First Prem ium from the W o rld ’s Fair and the American Institute*

Since which time the demand for them has constantly increased, and many of tha
most distinguished musicians and composers in this country have testified to their
superiority, among whom are the following:—
LOWELL MASON and THOMAS HASTING?, of world-wide celebrity. H. C.
TIMM, President Philharmonic Society, New York. THEODOBE EISFELD, Con
ductor of Philharmonic Society, N. Y., and member of the Crystal Palace and Fair
of the American Institute Jury on Musical Instruments, for 1833 and 1854. GEO*. F-.
BOOT, Juror in the American Institute 18.33, and many others.
'
V
The capacity of L’ghte, Newton & Bradbury's Pianos to produce the greatest ful
ness and strength as well as unusual softness and smothness of tone, adapts them not
only to the parlor, but also to the use of
PUBLIC BOHOOL8, SEMINARIES AND MUSICAL SOCIETIES.

The attention of George F. Bristow, the popular American composer, organist and
pianist, was called to these instruments, through some of the officers of the “ New
York Harmonic Society,” who were appointed with Mr. B., their leader, to «elect
the best Piano that could be made for their use. The committee gave the preference
to one of Ligbte, Newton A Bradbury's “ large scale” instruments over all others,
not excepting the Grand Plañí».
The elegant instruments manufactured by the above-named firm, are compre
hended in all their variety, in the following

p B ' The undersigned having accepted an agency for the sale of
Ligbte, Newton and Bradbury’s Piano Fortes, desires to inform hik
friends, in all parts of the .country, that he will be pleased to. supply
them with anything comprehended in the above list, and that the ut
most care, with the assistance o f competentjudges, shaU he employed in select'
ing the best instrumenta for all who may be pleased to entrust hirh with tht
business o f filing their orders. Call in person, or address through the
Post-office,
'
8. B. BHUTAN, 342 SSOADWAT, N. T.
TO LECTURERS AND OTHERS.
N eatly ftirnlshed promises over the extensive newly oreoted store on Fonrth-st,
nearly opposite S t Mark’« Chnrch, known u the “ Williamsburgh City Lector*
Room»,” are now open to the public, and may be rented by Lectnrere for any day or
evening of tbe week (Sundays and Tburrday evenings exeeptod) at the fallowing
rates, via: F or one day and evening, 15; for two do, (•-'; for three do, (10 to ISO;
for four do. $18; for fire (16. Including fltel, gas light, *nd every convenience
amply provided for an audience of about 250 persona Apply on the premiaos, or at
tbe store, No. 59 Fourth-street, near Booth Sixth, • few minutes walk from the Peek
^ Slip Feny.
(
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PARTRIDGE AND BRITTAN’S SPIRITUAL TELEGRAPH

Ifrriri&ge £ Drittan’a Habitations*
O n list embrace« all the principal work« devoted to SmrrcAUSK, whether publehed by ourselves or others, and will comprehend all works of value that may be
tasned hereafter. The reader's attention Is particularly invited to those named below,
all of which may be found at the-office of Tna S n am rai. T eleobafh.
Postage on Books, i f prepaid, is one cent per ounce; two eents per ounce if paid at
the ollloe of delivery. Persons ordering books should therefore send sufficient money
to oover the price of postage.

Lyric of the Golden Age.

■R9. HETTI.ER’8 BEDICINES

8s*re*s of Frevorst.

A Book of Facts and Revelations ooncenung tne Inner Life of Man and s World Hav* now been long enough before the public to win a good name for them—their
of Spirits. By Justinns Kerner. New edition; published by Pabtbido» A best voucher Is actual trial. All of her Remedies are compounded according to her
Bbittax, Price, 88 cents; postage, 8 cento
directions, given while In a state of Clairvoyance, and are purely vegetable, and peaThe Pilgrimage of Thomas Paine.
___
. „
_ . | fectly safe under all clrcnmstanoea
Written by the Spirit of Thomas Paine, through C. Hammond, Medium. Pub
j
MBS METTLEB’S RESTORATIVE SYBUP,
lished by P abtbidox A B bittax . Paper, price, 50 eents; muslin, 75 eents post , Though not a Universal Panacea, is one of the most efficacious Remedies for all those
age, 12 cento
I Diseases which originate in an Impure State of the Blood, Derangement c t the 8eA Chart.
J cretlons, and Bilious Obstructions. Those who are troubled with unequal Oiremlation,
Exhibiting an Outline of the Progressive History and Approaching Destiny of the Sick and Nervous Headache, Inactivity of the Liver, Constipation of the Bowels, and*
Race. Bound, or on rollera By A J . Dsvto P abtbidgb A B bittax , Publish- Irritation of the Mucous Membrane, together with their various sympathetic effect»,
ers. Price, |1 75.
will find this 8yrup Invaluable.

A poem. By Bev. Thomas L. Harris, author of “ Epio of the Starry Heaven,’
and “ Lyric of the Morning Land.” 417 pp., 12rao. This last production of the A Beview of Dod’s Involuntary Theory of the Spiritual Manifestation*.
By W. 8. Courtney. A most triumphant Refutation of the only Material Theory
revered author possesses the most exalted merit, and the work extends to tea
that deserves a respectful notice. Price, 25 cents; postage, 8 cents.
thousand tinea. In this great poem, the religious element and the more stirring
practical interests of mankind engage the giant minds employed in its production. Scenes in the Spirit-World; or, Life in the Spheres.
By Hudson Tattle, Medium. P artridge & Brotaht, Publisners. Price, muslin,
This Lyric is tranaoendently rich in thought, splendid in Imagery, instructive in
the principles of Nature and religion, and at once commends itself as the most
60 cents; paper, 25 cents; postage, 7 cento
desirable Gilt-Book of the season. Just published. Price, plain boards, 81 CO; The Present Age and the Inner Life.
Being a sequel to Spiritual Intercourse, By A J. Davis. This is an elegant book
gilt, $2; postage, 20 cents. Paeteidob cBeittjlh, 842 Broadway.
of near 800 pages octavo, illustratiC; lust published b y P abtbido * A B ritt am.
Spirit-Manifestations by Dr. Hare.
Experimental Investigation of the Spirit-Manifestations, demonstrating the exist
Price *1; postage, 28 cento
ent»» of Spirits and their communion with mortals; Doctrine of the Spirit-world Philosophy of the Spirit-World.
'
'
__
Rev. CharleB Hammond, Medium. Published by P abtbidox A B bittax . Price,
respecting Heaven, Hell, Morality and God. Also, the Influence of Scripture en
the morals of Christiana. By Robert Hare, M. D. Emeritus-Professor of Chemis
68 cents; postage, 12 cento
try in the Pennsylvania University, Graduate of Tale College and Harvard Uni Voices from Spirit-Land.
Through Nathan Francis White, Medium. P abtaidob A B bittax . Price, 75
versity, Associate of the Smithsonian Institute, and Member of various learned
Societies. Paeteidg* Sc Beittan, Publishers. Price $1 70; postage, 80 cents.
cents; postage, 18 cento
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The Shekinah, Vol. I.

The Telegraph’s Answer to Bev. Asa Mahan.

By 8. B. Brittan, Editor, and other writers, is devoted chiefly to an Inquiry into
By S. B. Brittan. Price, 25 cento; postage, 8 cents; 8» copies for «3
the Spiritual Nature and Eolations of Max. I t treats especially of the Philosophy Nature’s Divine Revelations, etc.
of Vital, Mental and Spiritual Phenomena, and contains Interesting Facts and
By A. J. Davis, the Clairvoyant 786 pages. Price, $2; postage, 48 cents.
profound Expositions of the Psychical Conditions and Manifestations now attract The Clairvoyant Family Physician.^
ing attention in Europe and America. This volume contains, in part, the Editor's
By Mrs. Tuttle. Paper, price, 75 cents; muslin, $1; postage, 10 cents.
Philosophy of the Soul; the Interesting Visions of Hon. J. W. Edmonds; Lives
PARTRIDGE R BRITT AH, P u b lish er« ,
and Portraits of Seers and Eminent Spiritualists; Facsimiles of Mystical W rit
No« 3 1 3 B r o a d w a y , N e w Y o r k .
ings in Foreign and Dead Languages, through E P. Fowler, eto. Published by
Paeteidgk Sc Brittas. Bound in muslin, price, $2 50; elegantly bound in mo
PARTRIDGE & BRITTM’S AGETTS,
rocco, lettered and gilt In a style suitable for a Gift-book, price, $8 00 ; postage,
BOOKS IN OUB LIST AT PUBLISHERS’ PRICES.
WHO WILL SUPPLY
84cents.
N ashville , T enn .—James M. Lyon, 46
Rochester, N. Y.—D. M. Dewey.
Volumes II. and HI.
College-street
Albany , N. Y.—A. F. Chatfleld, 414 B’way.
Cincinnati , O hio—P. Bly.
Plain bound in muslin, $1 75 each; extra bound in morooco, handsomely gilt, T rot, N. Y.—8. F. Hoyt, 8 First-street
B uffalo , N. Y.—T. S. Hawke, Post-office C leveland , Ohio —Hawks As Bro., Post$2 25 each; postage, 24 cents each.
office B u ild in g .
Building.
•lie Telegraph Paper*.
Utica , N. Y.—Roberts &French, 172 Gen- D etroit , M ich .—J. S. Fuller, 222 Jeffer
son Avenue.
Eight Volumes, 12mo., about 4,000 pages, with complete Index to each Volume,
B
oston
,
M
ass
.
—Bela
Marsh,
15
Franklin8
t
. L ouis, M o.—“Woodward As Co., N. E.
printed on good paper and handsomely bound. These books contain all the more
s t ; Burnham, Federhern de Co.,.9 and
corner Fourth and Ch«‘6nut-sto.; Miss
important articles from the weekly Sfibitoax, T elegraph, and embrace nearly
13 Court-st
Sarah J. Irish, No. 45 F ifth-street
all the important Spiritual Facts which have been made public during the two H artford, Conn.—A. Rose.
S an F rancisco, C aul .—Valentine & Co.
yean ending May, 1855. The price of these books la 75 cents per volume. The P hiladelphia —8. Barry, 221 Arch-street
178 Jackson-street
Baltimore , Md .—H. Taylor, 111 Baifcisubscribers to the T blxgbapk will be furnished with a set for
Postage, 20
T oronto, O. W.—E. V. Wilson.
more-street; William M. Lang.
cents per volume.
Other Agents and Book-dealers will be supplied promptly. A liberal dis
The Spiritual Telegraph.
count allowed to the trade for cash.
Volume L, a few copies complete, bound In a substantial manner. Price, $8.
The following persons are authorized to receive money for Subscriptions to the
The Table* Turned.
Spititual T elegraph, Joel Tiffany1* Monthly, Journal o f M an, and for all BOOKS
A brief Beview of Bev. C. M. Butler, D.D., by Rev. S. B. Brittan. “ He that is contained in Partridge and Brittan s Catalogue.
first in his own cause seemeth just; but his neighbor cometh and searcheth him.” n ew -Y ork—JohnF. Coles.
T hompsonville, Conn.—Isaac T. Pease.
This is a brief refutelion of the principal objections urged by the ol»-er «gainst Batavia , N. Y.—J. J. Denslow.
M eriden , Conn .—R. L. Roys.
G lendale , M ass.—John II. Lynd.
Spiritualism, and is, therefore, a good thing *»» e=neral circulation. Price, single Clymer, N. Y.—N. B. Greeley.
S
prtngfeld , M ass.—Rufus Elmer.
copies, 25 cent*. P o rta e , a cent». I t purchased for gratuitous distribution, the E arlvillb , N. Y.—William Mndge.
W orcester, Mass.—A. P. Ware.
Smyrna, N.Y.—J . O. Ransom.
prioe will be at the rate of (12 per 100, if 25 or more copies be ordered.
Center Sandwich , N.II.—C. C. .Fellows.
Morrisville , N. Y.—T. llccox.
W oodstock, V t.—Austin E. Simmons,
Norwich , N. Y.—Geo. L. Ryder.
Pbysico-Physiological Besearche*.
M orrisville , P a. —G. M. Allen.
In the Dynamics of Magnetism, Electricity, Heat, Light, Crystallization and Morris, N. Y,—N. Stromson.
R eading , P a.—II. A. LantLji %
Auburn , N. Y.—J. H. Allen.
Ghemism, in their relations to Vital Force. By Baron Charles Von Beichenbach Center Sherman, N. Y.—A. E. Lyon.
Coldwateb , M ich .—James m . Raymond«
A llegan , M icil —F. A. Williams.
Oomplete from the German second edition; with the addition of a Preface and Southold, L. I.—J. H. Goldsmith.
P ontiac, M ich .—Candace L. Calvin.
Critical Notes, by John Ashburner, M.D.; third American edition. Published W insted , Conn.—Rodley Moore.
C leaveland , O.—S. E. E verett
Bridgeport , Conn.—Benajah Mallory.
by Paetkidgs cBeittax, at the reduced price of | 1 ; postage, 20 cents.
Stepney , Conn.—General Judson Curtis. Cedar R apids , I owa —W. Rathbom.
O
regon City—F. S. Holland.
Hartford , Conn.—Dr. J. R. Mettler.
Epic of the Starry Heaven.
D anvill , T exas—C. B. Stuart
Spoken by Thomas L. Harris In 28 hours and 16 minutes, while In the trance New IIAVEN, Conn.—H. N. Goodman.
South M anchester, Ct .—Ward Cheney. F armersvxlle, C.W.—William W. E tLg.
state; 210 pages, 12mo, 4,000 lines. Price, plain bound, 75 cents; gilt muslin, (1: Pm u , —Wm. R. Jocelyn, 115 12ih-st
E. J. Wooley, Washington, Iowa.
morocco, $1 25. Postage, 12 cents.
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Discourse* from the Spirit-World,

OUR FOREIGN AGENTS.

Dictated by Stephen Olin, through Bev. E. P. Wilson, Writing Medium. To do
good is the golden rule of the Universe. New York; F abtbidgx cBbotax .
This is an Interesting volume of some 200 pages just published. Price, 68 cental
postage, ten cents.

S

Brittan and Bichmond’* Discussion.
400 pages octavo. This work contains twenty-four Letters from each of the par
ties above named, embodying a great number of Facts and Arguments, pro and
an ., designed to illustrate the Spiritual Phenomena of all ages, but especially the
Modern Manifestations. To insure a wide circulation, the work is offered at the
low price of t i . Postage, 28 cents. Published by F abtbidgb cB ritt ax .

S

The Celestial Telegraph.
Or, Secrets of the Life to Come; wherein the Existence, the Form, and the Occu^
pstlon of the Soul after its separation from the Body are proved by many years’
Experiments, by the means of eight ecstatic Somnambulists, who had Eighty
Perceptions of Thirty-six persons in the Spiritual World. By L. A. Cahanet.
Published by Partridge A B bittax. Price, $1; postage, 19 cents.

Styling’* Pneumatology,
Being a Beply to the Questions, What Ought and Ought Not to be Believed or
Disbelieved concerning Presentiments, Visions, and Apparitions according to Na
ture, Keason and Scripture, translated from the German; edited by Prof George
Bush. Published by P abtbidgb A Bbittax. Price 75 cents; postage, 16 cents.

Tiffany's monthly.
Devoted to the Investigation of the Philosophy of Mind In Its being and Manifes
tation, Including the Philosophy of Spiritual Manifestations, the true relation of
the Finite to tho Infinite. Each number contains 96 pages large octavo. Price
68 per annum.

Brittan’s Beview of Beecher’s Beport.
Wherein the conclusions of the Utter sre carefully examined and tested by a
comparison with his premises, with reason and with the facta. Price, 25 cents,
paper bound, sad 88 oeuts In m uslin; postage, 8 and 6 cento
Sp iritualism .
. . _
By Judge Edmonds and Dr. G. T. Dexter, with an Appendix by Hon. H. P. Tillmsdge and others. Price, 61 25; postage, 80 oento

Spiritualism, Volume II.
By Judge Edmonds and Dr. Dexter. “ The truth against the world." This ele
gant octavo of 542 pages Is Just Issued, and is selling rapidly. Frige, |1 25; post
age, 80 oento

E xoiaxd .—London.—H. Bailliere, 219 Regent-street.
F saxc*.—Paris.—J. B. Bailliere, 19 Rue Hanteftielle.
Brom.—Madrid.—Oh. Bailly-Bailliere, 11 Calle del Principe.
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*„* A liberal discount is made to local and traveling Agents.
R emovals axd DiscoxTixirAxcES.—I t is onr custom to notify patrons of the rime
when their subscriptions terminate, and if they are not renewed, the paper is stopped.
We beg onr friends not to deem it abrnpt or unkind in us if the paper is discontinued
since our mailing clerk keeps the books In accordance with the general system we
have adopted, and can exercise no discretion. The proprietors never know, except
by chance, when a subscription expires or a paper Is discontinued.
To on* City Subsceibebs.— We purpose In future to deliver this paper to city sub
scribers through the regular mail, which can be done for one cent per copy, if the
subscriber prepays the postage at this Office. The price of tho paper and delivery
will be 82.50, and the subscriber must take the risk of the fidthftil performance of
duty, so far as relates to the Post Office Department
To A dvebtibess.—The wide circulation of the T eleqkafh now renden it a desira
ble advertising medium, and the proprietors will continue to occupy a limited portion
of their space at the following rates. Twelve and a half cents per line will be the
price for a single Insertion; each succeeding Insertion, Eight cents per line. To those
who advertise for three months, no extra charge will he made for the first insertion
Every advertisement must be prepaid to secure its appearance for the time It is ex
pected to remain, and it will be discontinued when that time expires.
S u b s c rib e rs ’ R e s id e n c e C h a n g e d .
Bobsceibekb to this paper who have occasion to change their residence, and desire
to have a corresponding change in the direction of their papers, must not fall to ac
company their requests with their previous Post-Office address, as it is often impossi
ble to refer to them among the thousands whose names are on our books

C. W. KELLOGG & CO.,

MBS. METTLEB’S DYSENTERY C0EDIAL,
A Stohaoh axd B owel Coerectob. This im portant remedy has always proved suc
cessful when properly need, and th e directions strictly carried out, and no family
should be w ithout I t I t is a rem arkable m edicine, and has never failed to cure la
upward of 800 cases here in Hartford.

MBS. METTLER’8 CELEBBATED ELIXIR,
For Cholera and severe Chollo Pains, Cramps of the Stomach and Bowels, Rhemras.
tie and Neuralgic Pains, Billons tendency of the Stomach, Fever and Ague, and sever«
pains induced by Internal Injuries. This will be found to be equally good for the pur
poses to which It Is especially adapted.

MBS. METTLEB’S NEUTRALIZING MIXTURE.
This Is the best of all remedies for Bilious Obstructions, Acidity of the Stomach,
Dyspepsia, Constipation of the Bowels, Headache, Febrile symptoms occasioned
Colds or Worms In ordinary derangement of the bowels it should be need with my
Dysentery Cordial, a teaspoonfiil of each mixed together, onoe an hour. If the oass
be urgent, the quantity may be increased, and the dose administered with greater
frequency. This remedy is indlspensible in families, from the great prevalence <4
Dyspeptic and Bilions attacks, in all classes of the community; it will provo to
the best remedy in ubc, and no family should be without I t

MBS. METTLEB’S PULMONABIA.
An excellent remedy for Colds, Irritation of the Throat and Lungs, Hemorrhage;
Asthma, Consumption, Whooping Cough, and all diseases of the Respiratory Organa.

MBS. METTLEB’S HEALING OINTMENT,
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T H E N E R V E -S O O T H IN G V IT A L F L U ID S .
A N e w M e d ic in e P u r e l y V e g e ta b le .
PREPARED ENTIRELY BY SPIRIT-DIRECTION, THROUGH
MRS. E. J. FRENCH, MEDIUM.
T hese Fluids are divided Into classes adapted to the diseases specified under each
number, and ore separately or In combination a safe and certain cure for all the disease«
named under the respective heads, many of which have for ages baffled the skill of the
learned, among which are S t Vitus’s Dance, Tic Doloreux, Neuralgia, Ebeomathc ‘
In all Its varied forms, Locked Jaw, Epilepsy, or Falling Sickness, Palsy, Nervous am.
Sick Headache, Dyspepsia, Diseases of the Kidneys and Liver, Dlarrbiea, Irregulari
ties of the Female System, Tetter, and all Cutaneous Diseases, Chilla and Fever,
Cramp, Colic, Cholera-morbus, Cholera, Quinsy, Influenza, and all Acute Pains and
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Also the Lung and Cough Syrup, a safe and Invaluable remedy for Croup, Coughs,
Colds, Sore Throats, and Bronchial affections—a sure cure for Bleeding of the Lungs
and Consumption in Its first stage«
For further particulars address T. Cdlbeewox, Agent, No. 8 Fourth Avenne, N.Y.
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: A DISSERTATION BY F. J. B.
I s o w commence the promised dissertation on some of the
names given to the spiritual world, or state o f the dead, in the
Scriptures, and phrases connected with them, and the reasons
why those who used them in the New Testament have been mis
understood, and had opinions attributed to them which they did
not entertain.
- ------O n t h e S ig n if ic a t io n o f N am £ s .— The Spirit world, or that
state to which all who die, depart, is mentioned in the Scriptures
by many different names and phrases; and each o f these names
and phrases had originally a meaning expressive of the ideas en
tertained of that state by those who gave those names to that
state, and employed those phrases respecting it. Very often those
names were giv°n, and expressions originated, from erroneous and
foolish ideas, and fanciful and fearful notions about the world of
the dead.
The human mind does not remain stationary, and the opinions
respecting “ the unseen world” have changed, on the whole, for
the better, though at times, in certain regions, for the worse;
and, of course, ideas that gave rise to those names and‘ex pressions were modified and thrown aside. But those names and
phrases, having been appropriated to that state, were still retained
and used, though the ideas that gave rise to their use had passed
away. Hence the signification of the name passed away, while
the name itself was retained and in common use. Therefore, the
original, proper signification of any name given to the future
atate in the Scriptures, is no evidence that the writers, by using
an old name, deemed that state to be such as the name at first
implied. A s a clear apprehension of this truth is very import
ant, I will illustrate it by a few examples from other subjects.
1. That portion of the earth’s surface between the tropics is
called the T orrid Zone. That name signifies burning zone. It
does not mean merely a warm climate, as we know it to be, but
a zone literally burning with intense heat, fire, and flame, so that
no creature could live there, and draw the breath of life, any
more than in the crater o f an active volcano. W e still call it the
Torrid Zone, but the name has lost its signification; and it would
be doing us great injustice if people, centuries hence, should say
that we believed and taught that that zone was a zone of fire,
because we eall it the Torrid Zone. The fact is, that future gen
erations must look at the descriptions we give o f that zone, and
not the name we call it by, to learn wbat our knowledge and
views were respecting it.
2. The southern point of South America is called Terra del
Faego. That means the land o f fire. It is said to have re
ceived this name, because its eternal snows assume a reddish
hue, and, the sun shining upon them, gave the country in the
distance, when it was first discovered, a red and fiery appearance.
I press the question, Ought posterity to maintain that we believe
this to be a land of fire, because we call it by that name f Shall
they say, we called it land o f fire , and therefore we believe it to

be so ? If they shall look to ascertain our views, they will learn
that we regard it as an intensely dreary and cold region, though
we call it by the name of land o f fire.
3. Ireland for a long time was called H ibernia; and it is
sometimes called by that name yet. The name signifies land of
winter quarters. I t received that name (I have somewhere read,
but know not how correctly,) from the alleged circumstance that
Cassar, while making bis conquests in the British Isles, put his
army into winter quarters there. Would it be right forjasn of
future times -to eay, that to Oils day-tbat land whs appropriated
to the purpose of quartering troops ?
Those examples illustrate strikingly the impropriety of persist
ing to attach the meaning of name to a place or state after the
name has beecome an appellative, and lost its meaning; and yet
this is the course persisted in with regard to the names given to
the state of the dead in the Scriptures. Because the writers
used those names, they do not afford any proof that those
writers believed that state to be, in reality, what the signification
of those words might imply. W e must look to their descrip
tions of that state— not to the names by which it is mentioned—
to learn what their doctrines were respecting it, and how they
expected to be understood.
All public speakers and writers must use such words as are in
use with the people to convey their ideas ; and if they are in ad
vance o f their age generally, and especially of the times when
the names and phrases were appropriated that they have to use,
the language will not do justice to their knowledge nor their
thoughts. For instance, the name Torrid Zone was given to
that portion of the earth between the tropics, because those who
gave it that name, really supposed it to be a zone of fire. Strabo
says, “ The portion of earth which lies hear the equator in the
Torrid Zone is rendered uninhabitable by heat.” And Pliny
says that this zone “ is scorched and burned up with flames and
fiery vapor.” Hence, when, we say Torrid Zone, the language
does not do justice to our ideas; for while we call it a burning
zone, we mean no such th in g; but know it to be the most pro
duetive and luxuriant portion of the globe, teeming with life and
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did not entertain, any more than we believe the Torrid Zone to be ‘
a land of fire. W e shall be loading their instructions with gross
superstitious and vulgar ideas that were exploded long before their
day. In the heat of controversy this obvious fact has been set
...............’*
at defiance to a shameful extent. '
4.
As they taught very long ago, and their instructions were
so far in advance of the world that it could not appreciate them,
and their instructions remained surrounded with barbarians, this
gave an opportunity, in process of time, for fanciful, false, and
barttarous constructions and QefinitibnsTu Tie p a t upon—«lords'— that they used; so that they are liable to have not only the false
notions, fooleries, and barbarism, of the ages before they taught,
but also of ages after, attributed to their doctrines. I will take
a few examples of this last class that first occur to my mind.
The Roman Catholic Church translates the original word metanoio, repent, by do penance, that is, fast and afflict the body in
various ways. Thus they make the New Testament teach a
doctrine which ba3 nothing more to do with the meaning of the
•original word than washing the face.
After the heathen had fabricated and arranged their fabulous
under-world for the abode of the dead, the happy portion of
that underground abode was called Elysium or Elysian Fields, _
from the old Captic word elisant or elisiens, which meant rest, ^
and was the name given by the Egyptians to their cemeteries
or burying-places. As Christ and the apostles taught no such
follies, some took a notion that “Abraham’s bosom” was used by
Jesus as the name of this Elysium or happy part of Hades, and
many at this day fancy he used it as the name of heaven. Non
sense: The phrase “ Abraham’s bosom” is no more used in the ^
Scriptures as the name of the happy part of Hades, or for t
heaven, than Abraham’s tent.
The other part of this underground abode was deemed a 1
place of misery, and called Tartarus, from the Coptic word
tartar. The gulph was called by that name, into which the
Egyptians threw the todies of the vile, who were denied a burial.
The word signified wailing ; and the gulf was called wailing
on account of the lamentations of the friends of those thrown^
there. Gehenna is the name of a valley that lay south of JeruW e may now realize, in some degree, the situations in this salem, which was the butchering place of the city, and where
respect in which Christ and the early teachers of Christianity the offal of the city was thrown; and a constant fire was kept
were placed. Their instruction related much to the future world, burning there to consume the maggoty offals. There too the
the future life. They had knowledge on this far, very far, in ad the bodies of the worst criminals were left, or thrown, after their
vance o f all that had preceded. Superstitions, fears, fancies, and execution. This gave rise to the phrases “ Gehenna of fire,” .
errors, had given names to the state of the dead, and given rise “ punishment of Gehenna." A long time after Christ, som e’
to the employment of phrases, significant of those superstitions took the notion that Christ used Gehenna as the name of that
and absurdities. And though, by the advance of knowledge, unhappy portion of the heathen Hades, Tartarus. Hence we
the significations o f many of those names and phrases were be have this word, the name of a valley, always translated hell in
lieved to be wrong and had been set aside, still the names and the New Testament, and the above phrase rendered “ hell-fire,”
manner of speaking were retained. Such was the language that “ damnation of hell.” It was used in the Scriptures as a symbol
those teachers had to use; and you must know that it could not of temporal punishment arid suffering; but not till after the New
do justice to their clear, pure, spiritual and truthful ideas. Un Testament had been long written, was it used as Tartarus, the
less we do bear this fact in mind, we shall do them a great injus name of an endless hell of literal fire.
Thus the words of Christ and his apostles have been worse
tice by attributing to them ignorant and barbarous notions they
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treated than a newspaper publisher treated the name o f « -S e n  when one was enduring great suffering here, this state was called
ator Benton's book. l i e printed it, “ Thirty Bears in the United P a r a d is e .
States Senate,” converting thirty years into so many bears—
Hence Christ told one of the malefactors crucified with him,
an ominous mistake, I fear, for there are too many “ bears" in the “ To-day shalt thou be with me in Paradise.” L u k e 2 3 : 43,—
Senate now. So superstition and barbarism have turned repent Where did Christ expect to be, and where was he, before the
ance into rags, hairshirts, empty stomachs, and gravel in one’s close e f the day ? In hell, “ in the heart of the earth," “ in
shoes, but away from Abraham his bosom, buried it in the cen Paradise," that is, the state of the dead, the Spirit-world, the
ter of the earth, and expanded it into one-half of Hades, the same state in which he taught the dead were.
It has been generally taken for granted that this malefactor
pleasant portion Of it. Y et they have made Abraham’s bosom
into that part of bell which may be called Happy Hell, as a part prayed to Christ for his fu tu r e welfare. But that is impossible.
o f Arabia is called Happy Arabia ; and they havS taken the val At this time it was expected that Christ’s kingdom was to be an
ley of Jerusalem with its filth and fire, carcasses and worms, for earthly kingdom. Even his own dbciples did not understand
materials, and made it into the other half of Hades filled with that his kingdom was to extend to the Spirit-world, and have its
an endless fire, and inhabited by some monster of a worm which seat there, biuding this sphere to th at; so that they had no ex
they call “ the worm that never dies." And there have been pectation of any kingdom of Christ beyond this world. And it
more bell-ological zoologies written on the worm, than zoologies can not be that this high-way robber, (for the translation “ thief”
on the “ sea serpent
one of which demonstrated years ago, does not express his crime or manner of life), would know more
that this sea monster was “ the wake of a horse-mackerel,” as about Christ’s kingdom, than his own disciples. W e must look
the “ worm that never dies” is the “ wake” o f an old superstition, to some circumstances attending the crucifixion to understand
W e will now pass under review names given to the spiritual the design of the prayer. The Jews rejected Christ as an im
world in the Scriptures :
poster who was trying to make him=elf the king that they were
S h e o l , hell, is the name given to that 'state in the Hebrew ; expecting the promised Messiah would be. But after they had
and it signifies asking, craving. It was so called, because it was raised him upon the cross, they threw out the following challenge
supposed to crave and swallow all, without distinction. This and promise. “ If thou be the King of the Jews, save thyself.”
gave rise to the saying or proverb which we find in Cant. “ Let him save himself if he be the Christ, the chosen of God.”
8 : 6 : “ Cruel as sheol,” hell, rendered grave in the te x t
“ If be be the king of Israel, let him how come down from the
Sheol, then, was looked upon as proverbially cruel. W hy so 1 cross, and we will believe on him.” One of the malefactors
N ot because they suppose it tormented those that it swallowed joined with the excited multitude, no doubt, to gain their sym
up ; for then they would have believed that it tormented all, pathy. But this one, in hopes that Christ might deliver him
since it received all that died. They called it so, because it self from the cross, when he would be immediately acknowledged
afflicted those surviving friends who were left ou t o f hell, by sun king, said, “ Lord, remember me when thou comest into thy
dering those tender ties, when it swallowed up one of their num kingdom.” And Jesus said unto him, “ Verily I say unto thee,
ber. This led Jacob to say, when he supposed Joseph had been to-day shalt thou be with me in Paradise.” W e shall not be de
devoured by wild beasts, “ I will go down to sheol, hell, unto my livered from the cross ; there is no salvation for us in this world,
urnitser-’’— Gen. 37 • — H.-t ii—* j— —
out before the day ehraes our »offerings will end; thou wilt be
was suffering or mourning there, but he should go mourning with me in that state where “ the wicked cease from troubling
till he should meet his son in that Spirit-world, or hell. It wa3 and the weary be at rest.” Such was the purport of the prayer
deemed cruel to the living, not to the dead; but afterward its and the promise.
cruelty was transferred from the living to the dead and superstiFurther, when Jesus saw that all was finished, and the time
tiously made indescribably horrific.
of his departure had come, he said, “ Father, into thy hands I
H ades — That is the name by which this state is called in the commend my spirit.”— v. 46. Thus we see that bands o f God,
Greek, and it means unseen, covered, dark, hidden. But for us to say Hell, Paradise, and heart of the earth, all mean one and the
that Christ and the apostles suppose this state to be such, because same thing. And we may with as much propriety contend that
they used that ancient name which had been appropriated to it, Jesus meant that the hands of God shall be taken literally, as
would be doing them an injustice, by ascribing to them a super heart of the earth; or Paradise, meaning garden; or Hades,
stition that they did not receive.
meaning dark, unseen. They each and all mean the SpiritThis state came to be supposed to be situated deep down, or world, where he told the Sadducees, Abraham, Isaac; and Jacob
in the center o f the earth. And for this reason it was called, were.
“ the lower parts o f the earth,” “ thè heart of the earth.” Hence
P au l on t h e F uture S ta te .— The Christianity or Gospel
Christ said, foretelling his death, (M a tt. 12 : 40), “ The Son of which Paul stated, i s : “ The man Christ Jesus” was superior to
man shall be three days and three nights in the heart of the any whoever lived in this world, in all that was true, celestial
earth.” H e did not call his tomb upon the earth’s surface “ the and divine, “ the brightness of the Father’s glory." He demon
heart of the earth,” but the Spirit-world, into which his spirit strated the future existence by making his own anastasin of fu
would enter at death, called hades, hell. A c ts 2 : 2 2 -3 1 , ture life known, and connected that sphere and this by connec
44 Men of Israel, hear these words. For David says concerning tions that were but very imperfectly appreciated before. He is
him, (Christ), thou wilt not leave my soul in hades, hell, neither superior to any that live in the other world in everything exalted
give tby Holy One to see corruption. Men and brethren, let me and divine; so that he is the most exalted of all, approaching
freely apeak unto you of the patriarch David, that he died and the nearest to God, the apex, the head of all humanity, Lord
was buried, and his sepulchre is with us unto this day.” Therefore over all. So that under him all mankind are united into one
being a prophet, etc., he foreseeing this, spake of the resurreetion body, whether in that world or th is; and death makes no divi
erf Christ, that his soul was not left in hades. This Jesus God sion o f this brotherhood, nor destroys the sympathies between
raised, of which we all are witnesses.” For David did not “ ascend its members, any more than mountains and oceans do on earth.
into the heavens,” that is as they had seen Christ ascend, by Thus our hope is for all of progression toward this “ perfect
which he gave a demonstration, to witnesses qualified to see it, of man” in truth and love, which he sheds down for all the child
the future life. W e might perhaps think that Peter at this time ren of men. So none can live isolated, nor, by death, become
believed that hades was really in the earth, if we had not seen separated from their connection with this living and divine Head,
from Christ’s refutation o f the Sadducees, that he plainly and through their union with the body o f humanity, the brotherhood
directly taught that the Spirits o f the dead were in heaven or the of all. “ For none o f us liveth unto himself, and no one dieth
heavens. And in the whole text there are no words used denot to himself; for if we live, we live unto the Lord; and if we die,
ing descent into hades or ascent out of it.
we die unto the Lord; whether, therefore, we live or die, we be
P a r a d is e .— The idea o f rest from all earthly troubles was at long unto ibe Lord. For to this end Christ both died and lived,
tached to this state. This led Job to pray in his afflictions, (14 : (not only died but ‘ showed himself alive after his passion’ that
13,) “ 0 that thou wouldsthide me in sheol, that thou wouldst keep he might be Lord both of the dead and of the living.” Mom. 14:
me secret until thy wrath be passed.” Hence he says of that 7 -9 . “ There is one body and one Spirit, as ye were called
state, “ There the wicked cease from troubling, and the weary be unto one hope of your calling; one Lord, one faith, one bap
at rest There the prisoners rest together ; they hear not the tism, one God and Father of all, who is above all, and through
voice o f the oppressor. The small and the great are there ; and all, and in us all. And to every one of us was given grace ac
the servant is free from his master,” (3 : 1 7-19.) And,when the cording to the measure of the gift of Christ. Wherefore he
idea of rest was attached to this state, as was the case particularly saith, When he ascended into the height, he led captivity cap
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tive, end gave gifts to men. But this, He descended, what is it
unless that he descended fiist into the lower parts o f the earth!
He y»at descended is the same as he that ascended far above the
heavens that lie might complete all things."— E p h . 4 : 4 - 9 . On
this oneness I have no space for further remarks, but must con
fine myself to Paul’s expressions respecting Christ and the
Spirit-world.
*
•
lie calls that world “ captivity,” and quotes an ancient text
wliich represents him as leading it away caprive. l i e calls it
“ the lower parts of the earth," and says that Christ, in going
there, descended into it. H e also says that he “ ascended,’’,,“ as
cended into the height," “ ascended up far above all the heav
ens,” And if we construe all this literally, we shall not do in
justice to the language considered in itself, nor to the old idea*
which gave rise to these expressions, but we shall do great in
justice to Paul in his doctrine of the spiritual world and the ele
vation of Jesus. For he has, in other places, so expressed and
explained his views, that we know they are altogether above
and beyond what this language would require us to admit,
though to understand these literally would turn the sentiment
into absurdity. Let ns see :
Paul says he “ ascended.” Did he not mean literally I Let
us look further. “ He ascended into the height." This cer
tainly looks as if he meant to be literally understood. W e will
look farther yet. “ He ascended up and above all the heavens.”
That would be going up through everything, and taking “ a
straight shoot” a long way higher into nothing, where he would
be “ alone in his glory” amid surrounding nothingness!
The truth is, Paul viewed Christ!» ascension as one of state,
not of place; it was moral and official, internal, not external.
It was the same in nature as that which every good and wise
being possesses over those below him. Phil. 2 : “ Wherefore
God also hath highly exalted him, and given him a name above
every name.”
That was what Paul considered his ascension far above all the
heavens to consist in. Eph. 1: 20, 21, “ God raised him from
the dead, and set him at his own right band in heavenly habita
tions, above all principality and power, and might and domin
ion, and every name that is named, not only in this age, but
also the one to come.” Such was what Paul taught the eleva
tion of Christ to consist in.
As Paul did not mean a literal ascension, he did not a literal
descension in the expressions, “ He descended first into the lower
parts of the earth,” “ He that descended is the same as he that
ascended up far above all the heavens." From these expres
sions we are not to infer that Paul believed the state of th e
dead to be located deep down in the earth, and that Christ de
scended down into it, any more than that he literally ascended
up above all the heavens. H e means his humiliation to death,
as he has in other places explained it. “ B ut made himself of
no reputation, and took ujftm him the form of a servant, and was
made in the likeness of m en : and being found in fashion as
a man, he humbled himself, and became obedient unto death,
even the death of the cross.”— P h il. 2 : 7, 8. What in this text
is expressed by saying that he humbled himself and became
obedient unto death, is expressed by the other in the metaphor,
he descended into the lower parts of the earth, Christ expressed
the same in the three following ways, to the Jews, the thief, and
to God.” The Son of man shall be three days and three nights
in the heart of the earth.” “ To-day shalt thou be with me in
Paradise.” Father, into thy hands I commend my spirit."
Paul believed that that spiritual state or world which Christ
inhabited was the same that he and others would enjoy after
death. Hence he wrote to the Pbilippians while in prison,
“ For me indeed to live is Christ; and to die is gain. And if to
live in the flesh, this is the fruit of my labor [viz persecution]
even what I shall choose I do not say, for I am in a perplexity
between these two things, having a desire to depart and to be
with Christ; for that would be far better for me ; and yet to remain in the flesh is more needful on your account.” 1 : 2 1 -2 4 .
We are under no necessity of understanding Paul to mean, by
departing and being with Christ, that he should be in close
proximity with him personally, but bo in that state and those
associations where the truth, the love, the spirit and divine prin
ciples of Christ prevailed, in contrast with those angry, cruel, dis
cordant, and anti-Christain principles, which bad mercilessly beat
upon him, and involved him in perils and suffering through all
his labors of love. So he told the Corinthans, 2 Cor. 5 : 1-9 .
“ For we know that, if this tent which is fixed on the ground
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■wherein we dwell, be taken to pieces, we have a building from
God, a house not made with hands, eternal in the heavens. For
we sigh indeed in this tent, earnestly desiring to clothe ourselves
with our habitation from heaven; since indeed, when we have
clothed ourselves we shall not be found naked. For truly we
who are in this tent do groan, being burdened, not wishing our
selves unclothed, but clothed, tl^ t mortality might be swallowed
np in life. And he who wrought us for this same end is God,
who even hath given us the pledge o f the Spirit. Therefore we
are confident at all times, and know, that whilst we reside in the
body, we are absent from the Lord : (For we walk by faith, not
by sight). W e are confident, and prefer rather that we were
absent from the body, and were dwelling in our home with the
Lord. Therefore we are ambitious, whether we are living preBent or absent, that we may be acceptable to him.”
I find that I have space for only a very little that might, and
really ought to be, said upon the subject. Such was the Gospel
that shone into a benighted and fearful world with its priceless
and spiritual glories. It was too spiritual and celestial to be pro
perly appreciated in any age of the world. B ut all the blind
and ferocious opposition of darker ages could not extinguish and
destroy i t ; and as the world advances, it will beam with a more
soothing, cheering and heavenly lig h t
T h e O ld T estament .— There are some gleams of this truth
in the Old Testament, enough to show that, dark, and barbarous,
and unjust as those times were, it was not a ll dark, nor a ll error.
P s .— 23 : 1-4, “ The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want
He maketh me to lie down in green pastures: he leadeth me
bt side the still waters. H e restoreth my soul: he leadeth me in the
paths o f righteousness for his namesake. Yea, though I walk
through the dark valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no
e v il: for thou art with m e ; thy rod and thy staff they comfort
me.” Here David has referred to the spiritual world under the
name of “ the dark valley of the shadow of death”— a gloomy
name, calculated to excite dark- and fearful forebodings. But he
did not call it by that name because he deemed that a correct
description of that world, or of our journey to it. So far from
this, he describes it as a state where he would have no cause to
fear “ evil,” the passage to it being lighted by God’s presence
and divine support.
Those who first gave it that gloomy name, thought, without
doubt, that that description of it was appropriate. But the real
truth is, that it is “ the dark valley of the shadow of death” to
the living, and to them only in appearance and imagination. So
David thought It is not so to the dying, the Spirit departing.
W ould we could all realize this as clearly as David did, and bet
ter than I apprehend Solomon did when he said, “ A good name
is better than precious ointment; and the day of death than the
day of one’s birth.”—Eccl. 1 : 1 . The day of one’s birth is
good, for an immortal intelligence, capacitated for eternal pro
gression, and happiness, and thankfulness to God, is boro into
this world. The day of one’s death is better, for it is the birth
of the Spirit into the spiritual and better world. Though it may
appear to those surrounding the dying bed, as sinking into the
dark valley of the shadow of death, still God is with that Spirit.
The darkness is with us, not the d y in g ; the gloom is ours, not

the branches. The sight of the men is delighted with flowers
of every hue and beauty, as they advance. Night there afforded
them as refreshing sleep and sweet repose, yea, more so, than was
enjoyed amid the thronged habitations of men. It is so with regard
to our d parture to the Spirit-world and abode there. It is
through a dark valley, and a land of shadows, fears, tortures,
and death, only through the fearful and excited imaginations of
the living that we leave behind.
W hile I find such fountains of everlasting life in the Scriptures,
such truths, so divine, celestial, and sublime, I may perhaps be
deemed a “ Bible idolator,” a “ Worshiper of the Bible,” for ad
hering to those truths in that book which truths will live forever.
Onward the watchword; and onward we are moving, slowly in
deed, by untiring research and patient investigation. So here is
to the venerable Dr. Hare, and all the readers of this paper, the
hand of brotherly love in the truly Christain hope of a celestial
immortality !
f. j . b.
■
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NATURE’S DEFINITION OF HER LAWS.
NUMBER POUR.

R e s t ín g , for the present, on the reasons given to show that in
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life-entities. The egg so pervaded with these animalculae thus
united, must be placed in certain relations to induce repro
ductive action. So also of tbe seed. Until each is so placed,
there is not and can not be the necessary organized union of life
center with the several life-entities of the different parts of the
future organized being. Until the seed or the egg is so placed,
the life thereof pervades and animates the same, and in doing so
can not concentrate and address itself with the needed power to
effectively unite in one organization the several life-entities so as
sociated and seeking consolidated union. But when the seed or
egg is so placed theqp, the life thereof is subjected to the action
of surrounding influences which attract it therefrom, and during
the process of such action occurs that perfected union of the life
center and the several life-entities of the animalculte as an or
ganized unit which induces their withdrawal from tbe substance
of the egg or seed as an united entity and form.
Here let me answer the question of some friends and some
critics. “ W hat do you mean by *form principle as an entity ?’ ”
Let it be noted that the several animalculae have special
forms or bodies as organized entities, before and during their as
sociation in the sperm. These are in the ovum governed and
guided in their united organization by the life-center of the
ovum, so as to there present the rudimental elements of the or
ganized form, as an unit. When the life-center, with the several
associated life-entities, is thus attracted from the seed or egg, the
forms in which they were remain tenantless of life, but ready
organized for the reception of an organized life-entity kindred
thereto ; and such tenantless forms thus organized, constitute in
their adaptation for receiving a kindred life-entity, what I term and
mean by the words “ undeveloped form-principle.”
Thus is presented the phenomena of different life-entities be
coming united in one organization as an unit, preparatory to
their progression from lower to higher form, and also the pheno
mena of individualized life, re-appearing again and again in the
same form, ere it fully develops and ultimates therein.
When the egg or seed is destroyed, or appropriated for food,
the several life-entities contained therein are again distributed,
and need re-associatson as the means of progression, because
their union therein as an organized entity, depends on the action
of those influences which will sever the connection of the life of
the ovum with the substance thereof as the means of enabling
the ovum-life to become solely connected with them as their life
centre ; and those influences to be evoked involve certain condi
tions and relations of the seed or egg with them, to be observed.
There can be no progression of life from a lower to a higher
form except by association of kindred life-entities in unison of
aspiration, attracting union with a combined form kindred
thereto. Such association occurring, must needs become duly
united through a kindred life-centre ere they as an entity can re
appear in externa! nature.
The male principle is the medium for inducing this association
preparatory to their union with the needed life-centre; and the
female principle supplies, through the ovules, this life-centre for
their organization as an unitized entity. Therefore it is submit
ted that every higher form iu the vegetable and animal king
doms presents an association of atomic life-entities constituting
in themselves collectively an unitized entity; and the progression
of life from the mineral kingdom unto the human form or man
is consummated through association. Hence the teaching of
Science, that the different cells in vegetable and animal forms
have their own individuality and life, while each and all seem
also to be connected with, and to contribute to, the organic life,
is in principle, true.
I have thus endeavored to show that life does progress from
lower to higher forms as.an individualized entity, and also how
it thus progresses. If I am right I show a principle which, ap
plied to the phenomena of nature as taught by geology, will not
only explain its doctrines, but also fully confirm them. The
subject still to be unfolded is so extended and interesting, that I
will for the present rest on what I have stated in support of the
premises taken, and proceed to unfold, in genera] terms, the the
ory to account for the birth of man as a mortal, and eventually
as an immortal being; and then seek for proof of this theory in
the teachings of History, sacred and profane, tested by the prin
ciple on which phrenology as a science, is based. I hope your
readers will have patience with me.
, x

dividuality is never lost, I shall now assume that L ife is the
agency or means used, and Form, the mode or process, through
which Nature’s unfoldings have occurred, and proceed to present
an application of this hypothesis to the phenomena recognized
'by science as demanding thought and investigation.
:¡
First, the faet of higher forms being found to represent in
combination lower rudimental forms: Life individualized in a
lower form, endowed with motion, consciousness and intelligence,
as attributes undeveloped, and with aspirations for union with a
form adapted to unfold fully these attributes, would be limited
in its power to develop its own nature by the form it for the
time pervaded. Therefore, on the lower forms, only a special
and a partial unfolding could be consummated. Hence when
life-entities in rudimental forms had so ultimated, their innate
aspiration would impel them to seek union with a higher or
other form, to further develop their innate nature. The differ
ence in the rudimental forms in which such entities had so ulti
mated would correspondingly qualify the nature developed there
in, but their kindred aspiration for progression would induce
union often in the exercise and action of this aspiration, draw
ing into themselves a form kindred to their special but united
nature; and such union with form for re-appearances of life in
Nature would exhibit the phenomena of the birth of a higher
vegetable form, and constitute a progression of such life-entities
on their mission to union with the human form. Thus has been
attained that series of ascending forms on the vegetable king
dom through which have been developed the rudiments of that
nervous system characterizing the animal forms as the medium
of sensation; and the principle herein disclosed applies equally to
the gradual but progressive unfolding of the series of ascending
forms in the animal kingdom, constituting and developing the
rudiments of that brain-organization distinguishing the human
form as the basis or medium of organized intelligence and mind.
It is admitted that in the vegetable kingdom forms are unfolded,
corresponding with different organs of the animal life; and that in
the animal kingdom are discovered special mental characteristics
with the dead.
I think of nothing that will serve to illustrate more forcibly and passions corresponding with those which collectively consti
the exaggeration in this gloomy view o f death, than the march tute the nature of mind belonging to the human form or man.
of the emperor.Julian against Constant!u?, when he plunged The fact of life-entities developed in lower forms partaking of
with his army into the B lack F orest . This forest was spread special unfoldment kindred to the Hunts of such form, and their
out high upon the Danube. Extensive, and unexplored, we can progression through unions as stated, would, as a consequence,
easily conceive how the ignorant and fearful imaginations of the exhibit the union of such forms, as well as of their special char
people might fill this forest with dangers, and horrors and glooms, acteristics, when they reappear in a combined organization on
which made it, to them, what they called it, the Black Forest. earth.
But this matter might be more clearly presented by a reference
And when the army was about to turn its back upon the habita
tions of man, and disappeared in the forest, we can not help to the animalculae in the sperm. These animalculae are distinet,
imagining what were the feelings of relatives and friends left be individualized, living entities, as seen in the sperm fluid. I as
hind at that time. Upon the edge of the forest the father and sume that each had pre-existed in a vegetable form kindred in
mother hade farewell to their sons, weeping sisters to their bro organization, to some special organ of the animal from which
thers; kindred bade kindred, and friend bade friend the last that sperm was emitted— that they are kindred though special
adieu; for the Black Forest, with its horrors and darkness and in their nature; and impelled by a common aspiration for pro
death, was about to swallow them up. The command is given gression, are innately impelled to seek union with an ovum to
to march, and they penetrate into the forest. Is it the black jointly organize themselves as an entity in a higher form— that
forest to them f No. It is so only to those left behind. To they, in seeking and in attaining that union with an ovum, are
those in the forest it is lig h t; the sun shines upon them through distinct and individualized life-entities, and continue so when
the branches of the trees; refreshing breezes fan them, and at inclosed therein, though governed in their organized relation by
W e must think no man the better for belonging to our commnnion;
springs of clear and cool water they slake their thirst. The the superior power of tbe life of the ovum— another distinct life- no man the worse for belonging to another. We mast look with undimmished
joy on goodness; Christ’s Spirit must be equally dear to aU.
»trees are clothed with verdure; birds sing and enjoy life among entity, and thereafter the life-centre of such organized and united
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N EW YORK, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1857.

THE LAW OF MENTAL HABIT.
¡j£TriERE is undeniably a correspondence between the body and
its appetites and habits, and the spirit and its thoughts and
affections. By the body, we mean the material or mundane
vehicle of the soul or spirit, with all its animal aj petites, suscep
tibilities, aptitudes, etc.; and by the spirit, we mean the mental
and affectional organism—all that part of Man which feels, loves,
and thinks. That the body, with its appetites and desires, is
subject to the law of habit, is evinced by our daily experience.
In fact we are so much subject to its sway, and its power and
influence over us are so constant and familiar, that we take little
note of it It is only when our attention is sharply drawn to
the fact, and we commence carefully analyzing our habitudes of
body and mind, that we begin to realize the tremendous empire
it has over us. The more we explore ourselves, thi3 empire
broadens and deepens. We see the master customs or habits of
life compounded of vast numbers of minor customs, even down
to the most trivial rote or routine of body or of mind. The
facility with which I form these letters with this pen, is, in the
maig, owing to the law of habit. They are arbitrary. . I could
have learned, that is, habituated myself to forming any other
characters, Greek, for instance, that would have expressed my
meaning, with the same facility. So the fingering of a flute or
of a piano is arbitrary, so far as the mechanical execution is con
cerned. The keys and stops might have been otherwise arrang
ed, learned and played upon with the like skill. It is all in the
training and educating of the fingers and muscles to certain rou
tines under the law of habit. It is the same with languages,
articulate and script. They are arbitrary and fortuitous. When
a language is once learned, the words and their signification are
stored in the memory, but the readiness with which they are
momentarily and unconsciously used, belongs altogether to the
law of habit.
We are all familiar with the secret and silent ways—the stolen
marches, that sensuous and other habits make upon us. They ac
quire power and influence over us as we indulge them from day
to day. Tea and coffee drinking, for instance, are mere habits,
which we have acquired by repeated indulgences. They are
not natural stimuli, nor do the bodily appetites normally crave
them. Tobacco is naturally offensive, nauseating and disgusting
at first, but the taste and the nerves plied periodically with it soon
crave it, as tbe stomach does food. So the use of alcoholic liquors,
as a beverage or stimulus, is at first naturally repulsive, and has
to be slowly learned. But tbe “ monster of hideous mein” soon
“ familiar grows” and looks lovely and enchanting, and acquires
*n time an awful dominion over the unwary victim. He can not
assign limits to this dominion. It sinks the whole man into the
yawning and filthy slough of physical and moral death.
The indulgence of such habits as these creates a, fo rm or re
ceptive vesicle in the man, the area or capacity of which is ex
tended by every repeated debauch. This area or receptive form,
never seems to contract, but perpetually expands, and more and
more clamors for its gratification. When the victim reforms for
a while and again lapses, he has not to learn it over again, but
Is in a day or an hour as bad and worse than ever. The form
which the habit has created is still there, with its aching and
craving void.
When some adequate agency, external or internal, drives him
from this center of attraction, or outside of the circumference of
this area, there is still a drawing into it again, like the centrifu
gal drawing of a whirlpool; and unless the agency is constantly
applied, until a new form of temperance and purity is gradually
created, which expands, and from time to time impinges upon the
old, and takes its place, the victim will surely fall back into the
old swirl. This is the reason why so many reformed rum-drinkers
in time go back to their former habits. Here is tbe philosophy
of their case. The same is substantially true of all forms of evil
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and sensuality. They each create their own forms, spheres or fore his eyes, like the children of Israel when they lost sight of
Moses in the mount, he assuredly returns to his idols. The foims
receptac'es in the constitution.
Bat the same is equally true of the mind, which is no excep of prejudices instilled into his mind in his vernal years, during
tion to this general law of habit. When the mind has become the bloom of his childhood and youth, when all his nerves and
thoroughly besotted with a certain false theological or religious susceptibilities were tender and pliable, and his innocent and un
system, by long habits of thinking in that direction, by early doubting credulity open to their reception, and which grew with
education, by study and associations, it creates a form in the his growth and indurated with His manhood, are still latent and
mind receptive of it, and rests and inheres there. It is like a unsuspected in the mind long after the matured man has been
whirpool in the mind, which, according to its area, draws in and externally driven out of them. They are a secret power in the
assimilates every idea and thought, every new discovery and state, soul, which may in after years rise up again, and overthrow the
that can be drawn in, assimilated and appropriated, and wbat it intellect, adjudge the new faith to be a delusion, and carry the
can’t thus assimilate and appropriate, it rejects and disbelieves. individual back to his first loves—buried beneath the resurgent
When it becomes habituated by long training and discipline, to flow of his early prejudices ! This is the reason why some able
the belief of a certain speculative system, or dogmatic theology, a Spiritualists go back to a modified Orthodoxy ; why some learned
fo rm receptive of that system or theology is organized and built Protestants go hack to Catholicism, and why many Progressives
up in tbe mind, which grows and expands by its legitimate pab bye-and-bye go back to ultra conservatism. These relapses are
ulum, and hardens and indurates by time. Moreover, it enters governed by a law as infallible and universal in their sphere as
more and more interiorly into tbe mind the more it is loved and any other law. Indeed, we venture the assertion, that if any of
the longer it is cherished. It spreads its area wider and wider, these striking cases of relapse were clearly criticised, and the
and goes deeper and deeper into tbe soul, until it sinks the whole mental habitudes of the individual narrowly looked into, we
Individuality of the man in the system, when he becomes, in would find these latent educational prejudices deeply organized
stead of a Man, a mere incarnated, thinking and walking creed. in the mind, and that it was some favorable contingency, co-act
It is thus that the unwary mind—it is thus that the man who ing with some secret nursing and fostering, that again roused
does not stand up strongly in his own god-like Individuality, and them from their slumbers and started them out to life and being.
conserve tbe integrity of his own reason and manhood, becomes What has been the individual’s early education in regard to his
obsessed by a system which may cost him all the agonies of dis religious ideas and thoughts ? what have been his mental habit
memberment to get rid of. The mental habit, tbe routine of be udes and associations? under the influence of what theology was
lief, may stealthily gain ground upon him, and swamp his Indi he trained ? were the religions and devotional elements strong
viduality before be is aware of it, just as a sensual habit, daily in him? did that theology fill his youthful imagination daily,
indulged,' steals upon and Overcomes his manhood before he is and did he make its study and life his ruling love ? are all in
quiries pertinent to the investigation. A severe analysis of his
aware of his situation.
We find in these mental habitudes the true law and source of case, carried back even to his nursery, would tell the tale and
all bigotry , bias, prejudice , dogmatism , etc., which in many in disclose the animus revertanda.
stances ultimate in monomania, and other forms of one-idea- But the true Man, the man who conserves Ins own godlike In
ism. Prejudice, bigotry and bias are nothing but mental habits— dividuality, will be ever watchful how he lets the form of any
nothing but induced and indurated forms within tbe mind re speculative belief get lodged in his mind. Instead of suffering a
ceptive of a specific class of ideas and thoughts, to the exclusion speculative system to rule and dominate his Individuality, and
thus swamp the man in the system, he stands outside and domi
of others.
Moreover, it is the way with those who, under the law of habit, nates it. He can he a free man in no other way. The instant
have suffered a speculative theory or system to elaborate its form the system rises above him and puts him down, that instant he
in tbe mind, and there establish its empire, if any new philoso surrenders his freedom and becomes a slave. He has given up
phy is started and invulnerably upheld by facts and their scientific his Manhood to its sway, and is thenceforth servile and obedient.
gospel, to subtly and disingenuously explain away its facts and The iron hand of a remorseless giant is upon him, who never
phenomena, or modify, invert and pervert them so as to harmonize pities nor relaxes his fata! grasp. He thenceforth goes about as
them with their mental habitudes and thus appropriate tbe new a pimp, to minister to his master’s appetite. The soul is as
gospel. We all remember when our geological and astronomi much subject to mental and spiritual tyrannies, as the body is
cal discoveries exploded the Mosaic Cosmology, bow the Ortho to physical tyrannies, and they are more subtle and remorseless.
dox learning and Philosophy set to work, first to deny the facts, All the false theologies and religions in the world hold their
and afterward, when that was found untenable, to modify, recon several empires over the minds and hearts of their vassals, in
struct and overhaul, their interpretation of the biblical pro virtue of these mental habitudes. Their devotees are “ drunken
gramme, and explain it into harmony with the new discoveries. with the blood of the saints," and they reel and stagger on their
It is a sore thing to disturb these mental habitudes. They are “ broad roads,” powerless as infants to rise against and throw off
rigidly conservative ; but like tbe spurious bodily habitudes of their shackles. But there is a little band of free men in the world
sensual indulgeuce, it is a false conservatism. Spiritualism, to a —true spiritual democrats, who assert the integrity of Humanity,
certain extent, is now undergoing the like amalgam. It stands and who preserve the equilibrium of their souls by incessant
in bold and well-defined antagonism to the current spurious vigilance; Omnia explorata, tenata optima , isthdr motto. The
Christianity, and all its illegitimate off,hoots ; bat like tbe ine hopes of a mellennial humanity rest upon them. Their souls are
briate, their false stomach and educated perversion of appetite, not biassed and besotted by the errors of the past, but glori
are diligently at work, essaying to digest and assimilate the new ously free to explore the arcana of their own nature and destiny.
aliment ; and when their abnormal digestive powers are found in- They are upright, right-angled, self centered and equatorial! o.
adaquate to tbe assimilation, tbey turn them about and modify
Spiritualist* In W illla m s b u r g h .
and adjust their habits, as far as possible, into quadrature with I t will be seen from our department of “ Personal and Special No
the new dispensation. It is not the first time tbe new wine bas tices,” that our Spiritualist friends in Williamsburgh are contemplat
been put into old bottles. It is the world’s history, and its phi ing the establishment of regular meetings on Sundays. A series of
meetings for lectures by Joel Tiffany and others, were holden by them
losophy is found in the law of mental habit.
Nevertheless, under the pressure of these tremendous outside last wsnter, but for some cause, after Mr. T.’s departure, they were dis
continued. As soon as the present movement receives definiteness, its
agencies, such as the discoveries in science, the penetrating re plans will be announced through this paper,
searches into ancient ethnology, mythology and theology, the
phenomena of mesmerism and clairvoyance, and the advent of Spiritualists’ R e lie f Association.
Wk are informed that Rev. T. L. Harris will lecture at Academy
modern Spiritualism, many minds, learned in thé old mental Hall on Sunday evening next, for the benefit of the Spiritualists’ Re
routines, have been driven from their centers, clean outside of lief Association, on which occasion a collection will be taken up in aid
the area of these educational prejudices. But still, as in the case of the funds of that movement. We learn that this Association is do
of the perverted, sensual and passional habits, there is an inces ing much good, and that many worthy persons have been relieved from
sant drawing back into the old Maelstrom. Unless tbe agency distress by its instrumentality. We commend it to the attention of
the philanthropic, and hope that Mr. Harris may have a full house
that drove the individual out of the domain of his educational next Sunday evening, and that a large collection may be realised.
prejudices, is constantly applied to hold him out, until a new
fo rm is inseminated and built up in his miod, he is in perpetual Dram atic and M agical.
I t will be seen by a notice In another place, that Miss Emma Harddanger of a relapse. Unless the new faith and light are con inge proposes to give the next of her series of dramatic and musical en ?
stantly in his mind, and their facts and rationale incessantly he- tertainments on Wednesday evening of this week.
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THE INVESTIGATING CLASS.

As for the second branch of the question, W hat was the
origin of life! I can only say that it had no origin, but is essen
house of Mr. Partridge, the question for discussion being,
tially eternal. Its degrees and organic forms of manifestation
What is life 1 and what was its origin t
can alone be said to have originated; and these had their rise
William Fiskbough said :
In response to the first branch of the question, I frankly say, from the various specific promptings of divine Love, and the
I do not know. Of the whole series of questions that are pro fashioning hand of divine Wisdom.
Dr. Orton presented the following paper:
pounded, this is perhaps the most difficult one to answer, for the
simple reason that the interrogation is addressed to that very
Life is love. Its origin is God. Its manifestation is through
thing which i3 to return the answer, and thus the thing to be de organized being, on the particular plane of its existence.
fined is called upon to define itself. B y the aid of certain analo
I have said in a former paper, that form appertains to Spirit
gies, however, we may, I think approximate to the true solution not to matter: that Spirit, as matter,has no power to give itselt
of the m ystery; and without further circumlocution, I respond one shape more than another, works out in matter its own form,
that, according to my most definite conception, life is spiritual and that this is true alike of the mineral, vegetable and animal
fire.
kingdoms- of our earth, and by the same law, of every other
W e find life phenomenally manifested in innumerable degrees earth, or plane of individualized being. Hence the true office of
and organizations—in m an ; in the animal kingdom with its vari matter is to-ultimate spiritual germs, and to unfold and prepare
ous forms, which in the order of creation is prior and introdnctive them for an advanced state of refined, or what we call spiritual,
to man ; in the vegetable kingdom with its specific forms, which existence; and accordingly this earth, and all earths, in a strict
is prior and basic to the anim al; in the mineral kingdom with sense, are but vast gardens or nurseries, where spiritual min
its chemical affinities and erystalie forms, which is prior and fun erals, vegetable and animal organizations, and angels, are germin
damental to the vegetable; in the terrene globe a3 such, which ated, to constitute, embellish, and furnish inhabitants for the
must have bad a life of its own in order to have been formed, Heavens.
and to now sustain its existence and perform its functions as a
I have said that life is love. Affinity is but another word for
globe; in the solar system ; in the vast sidereal system called the same thing. Without affinity or attraction for the substances
the Milky W ay, and of which our own solar system is hut a very necessary to its vivification and growth, the seed when planted in
small member ; in all other and similar sidereal systems, and in the ground, would never germinate; but the power to command
all these considered as forming one universal System. Each one the attendance of those substances, and to give them form— in
of these planes of existence, from particulars to the universal, the one case a rose, and in another an oak, resides in the seed,
must have its own corresponding degree of life in order to he not the soil. But whence came the life in the seed, and its in
able to exist and perform the peculiar functions appropriate to telligent quality, or instinct!
its plane of existence. B ut as sidereal assemblages, which are
And here the natural, simple answer of a child, comes upon
the substrata and necessary antecedents of all ulterior develop us with a greater force, and carries with it a greater weight, than
ments, up to man and individualized Spirit, are observed to be in all the speculations of all the doubting philosophers which the
all stages of formation, from chaos to completeness, it is evident world, in its age of many centuries, has ever known. God gave
that none of them have existed from eternity, hut must have the seed its life. God, the Supreme Worker, whose finger-marks
originated from a still preexistent and more general life, and and foot-prints are everywhere, breathed into the seed its life, and
which, at the ultimate step at which our conceptions can pursue endowed it with the special instinct of it3 kind.
it, we are logically and intuitionally forced to conceive as un
From the universal activity of life, in germs, and all stages of
derived, self-existent, infinite and eternal, in order that the doc their subsequent development, we are authorized to conclude and
trine of causation may have a fou n d a tio n and hence a reality.
affirm a deep arcanum. The quality of the germs, as to essence,
This primitive, self-existent, infinite and eternal L ife , then, is the quality of the maker of the germs, and their impulsion
must contain within itself the essences and principles of all the from affinity or love, his impulsion— the impulsion of the Great
specific degrees of life that are phenomenally exhibited in the Heart of Love, to give of his own life, and multiply his being, in
various derivative planes of creation which we have mentioned, every form of use, and beauty, and delight. Thus life is love,
as well as in all higher planes of individualized spiritual and and its origin is and was God.
celestial life. It must be the Esse of which all creative develop
The forces through which love manifests itself in organized
ments are the Exislere— the A lp h a of which the relatively life, are quite beyond our reach. All we know of electricity is
deadest forms of material development are the Omega. It is by its effects ; of caloric the same. How a spark of fire, touched
to a building, will chop it up faster than a thousand axes driven
what we know as G od. .
W hy I give it as my opinion that life is fire, is th is: W e find by human muscles, is beyond our present comprehension. How
that nothing lives without that organic heat which is appropriate God breathes life into every department of nature, and sustains
to its peculiar structure, and necessary to keep up an activity of it here, is even a greater mystery. W e know, however, in both
its internal molecules, and to enable it to perform its appropriate cases, that certain conditions are prerequisite. Friction is neces
functions. This is true of man, of animals, vegetables, minerals, sary to the production of fire, if we have it not, and fire will not
the earth (which, according to geological deductions, is but a vast perform its function if the otherwise combustible material is
hall of fire with a refrigerated and solidified surface) and so of saturated with water. So also in the manifestation of life. As
the whole solar system with its central, solar fire, without which a part of the conditions, we know that there must be a mala and
it would also be lifeless; and so o f all ulterior systems and sys a female, or their analogues ; intelligence and its love, an actor
tems of systems, which may be supposed to be pervaded and and a recipient, a positive and a negative; and that from a con
junction of these two, a third, which is a new life, is produced.
animated by more subtile and ethereal fires.
On applying these facts and principles particularly to the hu
I would not be understood to mean that the organic heat con
stituting the life of different structures is of the same k in d or man plane, and leaving the question of the origin of the first
degree, for it is different according to the nature of the specific roan and woman on our earth, with the remark, that from all the
form which it animates;.‘and as the life of the earth is natural evidence I have, I am obliged to consider it a special creation,
fire, so the life of man, and thus of God, of whom man is the competent to the Divine, and by no means subversive of general
child and finite correspondent, is spiritual fire, which is the law, I arrive at the following conclusions:
As the product of conjugal conjunction on the physical plane is
highest and most interior of all kinds of fire, and hence the
divine source of. all the lower and correspondent degrees of fire a physical birth, so by the same law, on the spiritual plane, it is,
and must be, a spiritual birth. Hence man is triune, at the be
and organic life before specified.
Now spiritual heat—fire— life— is either identical with love, ginning, at birth, indeed at conception, a triple seed, containing
or so nearly so that it may be called by that name without ma within itself three interfused and co operative germ s; that which
terial error. Thus we intuitively say of a loving man, that he is is to develop into the natural body; that which is to form the
a “ warm-hearted” man, and of an unloving man that he is spiritual body, and his innermost, or essence, which gives life.
This innermost, which is man’s life, is an offihoot, a birth, the
“ co/rf-hearted;” and by observation it is actually found that the
more love man and animals have, the more organic heat— life— offspring of the Most High. Our bodies may be said to be the
they have.
To say, therefore, that the infinite, self-existent, workmanship of his hands. N ot so with his. It is a duplica
eternal, all-generative Life which we call God, is pure spiritual tion o f himself, fulfilling all the analogies of impregnation, and
Eire, would be only to re-affirm the declaration of St. John, that founding the order and law of propagation, for all intelligent
T his class met again on Wednesday evening of last week, a t the

m G od is

L ove.”
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Starting, then, from the Deity, man’s innermost, or life-princi
ple, undergoes a second birth on the spiritual plane, by which it
is enfolded in a spiritual covering; and passing thence to the
natural plane, is born again for the third tim e; and from this
point, having now all the bases of growth, it expands into the
manifestation and activity of life, as we see it here. And the
balance of the cycle, through which he is still to travel in his
development, I may add, is but a succession of births; until he
finally arrives in the presence of his great original Father and is
satisfied that he is indeed His child.
Dr. Curtis said:
This is not a legitimate philosophic question. It assumes that
the subject of it may be made an object of contemplation. Now
contemplation implies a subject and an object, but as no sensuous
subject can be imagined apart from life, we perceive that life can
never be made objective, being an inherent and inseparable pro
perty of subject; hence, to repeat what I have just said, its in
vestigation as to its esse is logically impossible, inasmuch as con
sciousness itself is only its phenomenon.
Considerable conversational discussion upon the question then ensued
between S. P. Andrews, Dr. Orton, Dr. Hallock, Dr. Gray, W. Fishbough, and others, the result of which was the pretty unanimous con
clusion, that the principle of Life is incogitable, or at least ineffable.
Stephen Pearl Andrews then read the following paper, which he had
prepared with reference to the previous question relating to the exist
ence, constitution and locale of the spiritual world.
U N I V E R S O L O G Y . ---- » 0 .

I .
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BY STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS.

T he child believes implicitly what is told to it. It learns
afterwards that many appearances are deceptive, and much of
what is uttered false. Hence comes doubt or scepticism, and
the necessity for choosing between what shall be accepted as true
and what shall bs rejected as erroneous. The exertion of this
power of c ’lo'ca is the development of the intellect. The act
of choice is the Intellect, or more strictly Intellection. The ety
mology of these words signifies merely choosing between. They
are from the Latin, inter, between, and lego (lectus), to choose.
I t results from what is said above, that Simple Faith relates to
that child-like confidence which is unquestioning, undistinguish
ing, undiscriminating, and therefore unitary or single, it is the
single eye, in scriptural language, and is first in order, or founda
tional, among the faculties of the mind. Hence faith is liable
to be duped and imposed upon— to be, in plain language, made
a fo o l of,| at every turn. Simple faith is therefore corre-pondential to the Number One, the basis of the actual Numerical Series.
The Intellect is, o » the contrary, that faculty which separates
the seeming One into Two, which distinguishes and discrimi
nates, which divides or halves, and balances or weighs the two,
by opposing the one to the other, and thus prepares the way for
electing, selecting, or intellecting (inter-lect-ing) that portion of
the whole or one appearance or utterance in which it is safe to
put faith or implicit confidence, and for rejecting the rest The
the Intellect is therefore corresponden tial to the Number Two, in
same manner as Simple Faith is eorrespondential to the Number
O ne; and, since all plural numeration is a mere extension of the
primitive division into Two, the Intellect corresponds also, in a
general way, to Plurality, Multitude, Diversity,Difference, Division,
Antagonism, Opposition and Individuality of all kinds, just as
Simple Belief, or the blind acceptance of the first impression cor
responds to Unity (from the Latin unus, one), Simplicity, Single
ness, Plainness, Uniformity and Conformity of all sorts. In other
words, Duality (from the Latiu duo, two,) is representative of
the whole Universe of Plurality or Differences, and hence of Phe
nomenal Existence altogether, as Unity is of the Absolute,
To Men of the old Greek philosophers. This absolute and
unchangeable One is the absolute God. The Two is Creation,
Individualization, the institution of Limitation or the Finite.
Hence also Faith and the Number One point to, relate to, and
are eorrespondential with, Worship and Religion, while, in the
same manner, Intellect and the Number Two point to, relate to,
and are eorrespondential with Skepticism, Investigation, Scientifies and Philosophy.
Simple Faith and the Number One correspond, in like manner,
to the first or simplest Element of Posture, which is the Perpen
dicular Line. The Intellect and the Number Two correspond to
Divergent Lines, and hence to the H orizontal. All Perpendicular
Lines drawn to the same point are one and the same L ine; Hori
zontal Lines drawn to the same point may be infinitely diverse
from each other. Again, H or Izontality corresponds tofoundation
or basis, and to breadth or expansion, and hence to the power
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o f support for that which exists, rises up, or is superincumbent The ultimation of this Degree is in what Warren calls individu Parts to be entirely eliminated. This is the source of the comupon i t ; hence to R eliabilty, Security or C ertainty. P e r p e n d i  ality, and the Sovereignty of the Individual, and what Prudhon plaint, in matters of Government, that power is always stealing
c u la r ity corresponds, on the contrary, to the simple fact of rising means by Anarchy— a word which he uses, not in its bad sense, from the hands of the many into the hands of the few, and
up, irrespective of any foundation upon which to rest; hence to but simply to denote, according to its etymology, the Absence of finally into the hands of a single despot To restore the equi
A spiration, F aith, or Religious Fervor, and also to Uprightness all Government outside af the Individual. The Teriial Degree of librium, tbe Duality must be reasserted or repeated, and the rep
the Sense o f Justice, and of Selfhood, or Independent Self-Sup Government is as yet nowhere developed in the Political World, etition of the Two, which is also the second step in the Series of
p o rt and Firmness, resulting from mere W ill or Spiritual Basis It consists in the unition and reconciliation of the Principles of Even Numbers, is the No. 4, which I will now call the Quartal
(always the opposite of the Material). Hence it is that in the phre Despotism or Individuality of Lead with the Principle of Democ Degree (from the Lat'm quarlus, fourth).
nological distribution of the organs o f the brain, Religion (erro racy or the Freedom of the Individual. This comes through Obe
The true notion of an Integer or W hole is therefore that of a
neously known as Veneration) is at the precise apex or top of the dience secured without Coercion, by means of Attraction. W e One compounded of distinctly individuated parts, and the Quar
head, in th&Perpendicular Line, and Conscientiousness (the sense have had short and spasmodic examples of this form of Govern tal Aspect of this conception (that which relates to the No. 4,
of rectitude or straightness), Self-Esteem (the consciousness of ment in the State, even under the influence of enthusiasm for consists of the mental effort which is requisite to retain the Indi
independent, unsupported being or self-hood), and Firmness, clus great leaders, as in Switzerland, for instance, under William viduality of the Parts, against the predominent tendency to
ter around it, while the Intellectual Faculties look out at the front Tell. The orchestra is an instance of such Government in ano merge in a Simple Unity. Swedenborg Las the true idea em
o f the head horizontally.
ther sphere, in which all the musicians follow implicitly the Des bodied in the mystical statement that “ all things are most perfect
But I have said above that the Intellect prepares the way, by potic Rule of the Leader, from the sheer love of following or in proportion as they are most distinctly o n e ,” and Fourier in his
selecting or choosing, or in other words, it lays a basis or fo u n  being directed for the sake of the end, which is Harmony. magnificent formula, “ Infinite variety in unity.”
dation fora return of the Mind to the Simple Confidence of Faith Mixed Governments, like the English, admit both the Unial and
Simple Unity is Despotism, the destruction of Individuality,
— a faith this time based on knowledge,— having the support the Dual Principle, but neither is uliimated, and' consequently Immobility, Death. Simple Individuality is Isolation, Disintegra
of scientific certainty. This compound or secondary and result- they are not adjusted into Harmony. There is a drift in the right tion, Dissolution, and therefore also Death. The Composite or
ing Faith, F aith after D oubt , Investigation, and a Conviction ju s  direction to result in the Tertial Degree, but stinted in its devel Tertial Degree is alone Life, but a Life tending constantly to Death
tified by Reflection, corresponds to the Number T h r e e , which is a opment.
by collapsing into Simple Unit*, except for the intervention of
new o n e , a return to Unity, after the protest and diversity of the
In the sphere of Ownership, the Unial Degree is illustrated in the Fourth Degree, which is the reiterated assertion of the Indi
primitive Two. O n e and t h r e e are the first two steps in the the Patriarchal state in which the Arch-Pater or Father owns viduality of the Parts. The Fourth Degree marks, therefore,
Series of Odd Numbers, all of which are characterized by Unity, not only all the domain or other property of the family, but the the first stage of Complete Integrality. A sort of Integrality ia
since no Odd Number is susceptible of an Equal Division or Two- family itself. The Dual Degree is met with, for instance, in the nevertheless attained at the Third Degree. It only remains that
ness. The number tw o is the first step in the Series of Even modern distribution of the soil into small fragments in the hands what was attained should be secured— that what was created
Numbers, all of which are characterized in like manner by Dual of individuals, carried to its ultimate in France, where the individ should be preserved. The Fourth Degree corresponds, therefore,
ity. The Odd Numbers, as a whole Series, correspond, therefore, ual owns a mere patch of land so small as to preclude the pos to Completeness or Finish. Is it, then, entitled to be included
in a general sense, to the Principle of Unity in the Universe, as sibility of the true methods of culture. The Tertial Degree is with the first Three, among the Fundamental Degrees f As stated
the single number o n e does in a special sense, and the whole Se that which is aimed at by Communism, in which the title of the above, its function is unlike the others, and its rank ambiguous.
ries of Even Numbers to the opposite Principle of Diversity or In joint property should be in the Community as one, or in an in  To illustrate the matter farther, it is only necessary to observe
dividuality, in the general sense, in the same manner as the num dividual for the use of the community, and its use distributed that No. 3 corresponds to the Inclined Line, so that 1, 2 and 3
ber tw o does so, in the special or particular sense. Pithagoras to all according to the want3 of all the members.
correspond respectively to the Perpendicular, the Base and the
had an acute instinct of this truth, and trenched upon the actual
The object of this preliminary statement is to show that, in llypothenuse of the Right Angle Triangle, the Elementary Figure
discovery of the Unitary Science, when he announced that all every Sphere and Department o f the Universe, there are t h r e e of Geometry ; and that 4, then, corresponds to the Arch or Seg
Good lay hid in the Odd Numbers, and all Evil in the Even Num  F u n dam en ta l D e g r e e s o f D ev elo pm en t , for which we require ment of a Circle, which results from swelling the llypothenuse to
bers. He did not perceive that in the same sense all Truth lies distinctive technicalities, and which I, therefore, denominate U n i the proper Curve, and hence to the notion of Completentss or
hid in the Even numbers, and all Falsity in the Odd Numbers, and a lity , D uality (or D iv e r sit y or V a r iety ) and T e r tia lit y , (or Fullness of that which had previously attained a minimum of
that the reconciliation of these two Series in the Composite or the co m po u o d u n ity .) These several Degrees appear in, and are perfection. It will be shown presently that this Fourth Degree
Actual Series, o n e , tw o , t h r e e , etc., in a regular and well-balanced are equally descriptive of Objects and their Parts, of Aggregations is ambiguous in another way, and that, viewed in another light, it
succession and inter-relationship hides the only Actual and Prac or Groups, and their Constituent Uuits, of Series and their Succes denotes Integrality in a still higher sense. .
sion, of Objects and their Elements, quantitative and qualitative,
tical Good and True, in harmony with each other..
*
It follows that tbe Quartal Degree may be either reckoned in
The F aith o f Ignorance corresponds, then, to No. 1. Let us proximate and ultimate; of States of Being or Action in Time, of or out of the Fundamental Sacred Number, which is, therefore,
call this State o f Mind (and the corresponding Degree in A ll Stages of Development in every Sphere, etc.— o f everything, in a Three, with a shade of Four, or that we may regard the Fourth
Things) the U n ia l D e g r e e . The Uncertainty of Doubt and Skep word, which is capable c f being counted or having number a p  as a Half Degree. If we were speaking in musical phrase, and
ticism, and the Diversity of Faith in Individuality, correspond to plied to it in any way. W e have here, in fine, the Fundamental called the first Three Degrees three Tones, the Fourth would be a
the No. 2 , and are the D ua l D e g r e e . The F aith o f W isdom or Principle of tbe Unitary or Universal Science— a First Principle of Semi-tone. The musician well knows that this is precisely what
Faith from Knowledge resulting from Investigation, and the ade the Distribution of the Elements of All Things, and the Basis of happens in the musical scale, the basis of music. Nature, who
quateness of proof to convict the Intellect, corresponds to the all the Special Sciences.
works upon a unitary plan in all her departments, has arranged
No. 3, and is the t er t ia l d e g r e e . Faith in either case being the
Let me now call attention to the fact that there is a Fourth the human ear to demand a succession of sounds with intervals
same in substance, and differing only in its foundation or basis, Degree holding the same relation to the Number 4, which the of three W hole Steps, and then of one Half-step. This is, so far
it follows that the U nial and T ertial Degrees, while they are farther other Degrees hold to 1, 2 and 3 respectively, and that this as I am aware, the first attempt to account for this most singu
removed from each other in Space and the Order of Time, are Fourth Degree is different in kind from the others, and ambig lar fact; and certainly it has not heretofore been observed that
nearer to each other in Affection, or spiritually, than the D u a l uous in its claim to be regarded at all as a distinct Degree. for any reason the same law governs the distribution o f All Ele
Degree is to either. In music, D o is the U nial Degree, R e the Every Integer or W hole is a One. This is its first or Unial As mentary Things. It also follows that this Fourth Degree corre
D u a l, and M i the T e r tia l; hence D o and M i are Chords, while pect. In the next place, it consists of P a r ts or Elements differ sponds, in the sense above explained, to the semi-tongal F a in
.Re is a Discord with each o f these two.
ing from each other, and which are, so fa r , distinct or separate the musical gamut.
The Catholic Church is in the U nial Degree of Religious Devel Ones. This is its Dual Aspect. Finally, these Parts are recom
All this is introductory to the consideration of the question
opment, the Protestant Church in the D u a l; hence the Diversity bined into the Compound Notion of an Integer or Whole. This before us, but I found myself unable to discuss it intelligibly
of Sects in the latter. The Spiritualists o f our day are just is the Tertial Aspect of the subject. These Three are, as shown from my point of view, without a knowledge on the part of ibis
striving to rise to the Tertial Degree— a Faith based on adequate above, tbe Three Fundamental Aspects or Phases of Existence— reader of these fundamental distinctions.
evidence; and the distinct propounding of the question now un the Scientific Trinity in Unity which pervades the Universe— tbe
In the infancy of the race, the Unial Degree of the develop
der discussion is a pregnant instance of that effort. W e may U n ia lit y , D ua lity and T e r t ia iit y of B e in g , N ow it is easy ment of that collective or grand man which we call Society, tra
infer from these Principles, just stated, that modern Spiritualism to conceive a repetition of these same Degrees in an infinite varia dition, the mere fact that the fathers said so was a sufficient ba
has more in common with Catholicism and its ever-living faith . tion of Modes corresponding to all the higher Numbers of the sis for faith iu the being of God or gods, and in the existence of
in miracles or the intervention of supra-mnndane intelligences Numerical Series, but how is it possible to add anything to the a world beyond the grave. In the intellectual, critical or skepin our earthly affairs, than it has with the skeptical tendencies absolute number of the Degrees themselves ?
age which followed—the Dual Degree—at the close of which w#
of Protestantism, and I venture to predict that at some no very
This question must be answered as follows : The Tertial D e now live, proofs of a Spirit-world were demanded, as of every
distant day the whole Catholic Church will adopt the main doc gree has, as shown above, a natural attraction for the Unial, or other assumed fact. It turned out that adequate proofs were
trines of Spiritualism into its own formulas, and virtually raise the No. 3 for the No. 1. In other words, in the series 1, 2, 3, not forthcoming, on investigation, and did not exist, to convince
itself from the Unial to the Tertial Degree at a bound, without the Principle of Unity is twice represented— at the two extremi the intellect This is shown abundantly by the simple fact that
resting upon the Second Step.
ties, and that of Duality, Variety or Individuality, only once— at the intellect of many, I may not say of most >s not convinced.
A purely Despotic Government, like that o f Russia, where all the middle. Hence the equilibrium is destroyed, and the ten It is indicated also by the fact in the history of language, that
power centers in, and all movement emanates from, the will of dency of the Third Degree is constantly to return into, and to the word skeptic, which meant originally a doubter, seeker or
one man, is Government in the Unial Degree. That o f the sink itself in, the First, by obliterating tbe lines established by inquirer—one about to choose between the true and tbe false,
United States, called Republicanism and Democracy, with its tbe Second. The Compound Unity tends to absorb all Differ has gone over very generally into the signification of a con
distribution of functions and diversity of jurisdictions, is the ten ences back into the Simple Unity, the W hole to become a Sim firmed disbeliever and denier of the existence of the assumed
dency toward, and the incipient development of, the Dual Degree. ple, confused and indiscriminate One, and the Individuality of the world of spiritual entities. ’
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W e come, then, to the Tertial Degree, which in this sphere of
inquiry relates, as I have said, to the induction of observed fact'
in relation to spiritual exigencies, and the attempt to place the
proofs touching that subject uporf the same scientific footing as
that of other admitted scientific theories. This, therefore, will
be, if attained, the Composite Degree— Faith based and resting
upon Knowledge.
Finally, the Quartal Degree has, as intimated above, a double
function. Reckoned into the Series, as a distinct Degree, it is that
state of mind which is protected against accepting any belief what
ever as an absolute and irreversible creed past all possibility of
reconsideration. It is the mind with its avenues guarded and
kept open to the reception of all new light from whatever
sources; the mind held ready at every instant to reverse all its pre
vious conclusions, if sufficient proof of their erroneousness can
be adduced. The Scientist, who is in the Third Degree of mental
development, accepts and believes the Newtonean theory of
Gravitation, or the Atomic Theory of Dalton, on the basis o f evi
dence ; but precisely because there is so much evidence in their
behalf, he renounces his own reason on the subject ever after,
and holds what is almost certainly the truth, in such a way,
that to him it is a mere bigotry. He who has advanced to the
Fourth Degree, believes the same theories, because of the present
evidence in their favor. It is not, however, for the sake of the
Theories, but for the sake o f the Truth that he believes th em ;
hence he is ready at all times to entertain any suggestion seem
ingly true, however adverse to the theories in question. The
Spiritualist who should attain to the Third Degree in this sphere
of thought, an l rest there, would accept Spiritualism and its
doctrines, from proofs apparently good, it is true, but in the
same bigoted sense as that in which the doctrines o f the old
creeds have been held. H e o f the Fourth Degree, holds to the
facts and doctrines as they appear to be established, but is still
a progressionist, and always recollects that every new view of
truth, however minute, must of necessity modify, in some mea
sure, all the knowledges previously acquired. He believes abso
lutely in Truth and its capability for defending and justifying
itself, amidst all the varying aspects of which it is susceptible.
The difference between these tw o conditions o f mind is only
se.mi-tongal, since both hold identically the same belief; and yet
it is very vital, and makes the difference between the bigot and
the truly enlightened man. It is in this sense that the Fourth
Degree corresponds to the note F a in the musical scale, and the
four successive degrees to the First Four Notes, which are the basis
o f the gamut.
Reckoned out o f the Direct Series, as a mere total result of the
prior Three, the Fourth Degree is that aspect of Integrality or
Wholeness which grows out of the presence o f all the elements
o f an object, but which is to the mind a shade of something
distinct from any of those elements singly, and indeed from all
o f them unitedly. The Integrality of a Doctrine is that which
leaves out no one o f a ll the views o f the subject which can be en
tertained a t true— including often aspects of thought which
are directly adverse to each other, as the number Three em
braces its more ample self the One or Unity along wiih the Two
which is Diversity or the polar opposite of Unity. The adhesion
to a single side of any truth which is double, is the sin of Partialism, and Sectarianism its natural accompaniment. The ca
pacity for entertaining the mere notion o f Integrality is the
Unfailing test o f a truly developed manhood. It is the recogni
tion of Individuality or Inherent Difference in the Aspects of Truth
and the sure blight of bigotry and fanaticism in the soul. In
this sense the Fourth Degree corresponds not to any one note of
the Series, but to the melody which results from the entire
succession of sounds— an element different from any single sound
and equally so from all of them a9 single sounds ; but which,
at the same time, embraces them all. It is in the sense correspondential to this that the term In tegrality will generally be
employed by me. It is the Triangle, as such, including a portion
q f space, and not being any one of the Lines composing it, nor
yet a ll of these Lines considered merely as Lines.

remains to be described hereafter and elsewhere, as relating to
All Spheres of Thought and B eing..
Tliese Primary Numbers; 1, 2, 3, with an ambiguous entrance
of the 4, in a two fold sense, into the Scries, stand upon a differ
ent footing from all other Numbers. Or adding the ob’ervation
that the Second Phase of 4 — Integrality, the Pivotal Aspect of any
given subject— may be reckoned as Fine, and called the Q uintal
D e g r e e , this Series of Numbers which has then either Three or
Four or F ,m steps or degrees according to the view taken of it,
exhausts a ll the possible Elem entary Aspects o f Existence. All
other numeration, on to infinity, can-only relate to a repetition ot
the same processes of thought by which these elements were
evolved; that is to say, either to a new D ivision o f P a rts asstimed to be and treated as Wholes, by repeating the dualizing
process, or to a new constitution o f Wholes by aggregating small
er into Larger Wholes, the Sm aller being assumed to be and
treated as P arte o f the Larger, which is the trializing or l e g a l
izing process. This Fundamental Series of Numbers has, there
fore, itself, a threefold Aspect,or three Aspects in one of which it is
Three in one, F our and iu one Five. Five, the largest and broad
est of these numbers, is the basis; hence we have f e e senses, and
not three nor four nor six, the Senses or Sensation being the Basis
of conscious and Individualized Existence. Casting aside the
basis, as not holding equal rank with the superstructure, of the
two remaining Numbers the most abstract, bald, bare, naked, or
lean, is Three ; hence we have Three intellectual processes only
Analysis, Synthesis, and Comparison— the Intellect being that
which cognizes The Abstract and being still Basis, relatively to
the affections, which are the crowning portion of the Mental
Edifice— the existence of mentality. Finally, there are Four
grand Departments of Affection, or Love, namely, Friendship,
(Sexual) Love, Famiiism, and Ambition ; the whole surmounted
by Religion, Unityism, or the Love of God, the organ of which
is, therefore, located correspondentially in the brain at the top or
apex of the head, as previously noticed. This last is the
P ivotal Aspect cast out of the Number 4, and then— in the high
est of Organizations, that of the Human Mind—individuated and
organized apart, as a One— the grand Pivot of the Compound
whole. The Five, Three and Four, Bottom, Middle and Top, are
equal to 12, (or with the Pivot 13) the highest of the Sacred
numbers. Three and F our are Seven. The numbers 3 , 1 , 12, are
the Sacred Numbers revealed by the profound instinct of Fourier,
and also by the Prophets in the Old Scriptures. See Swedenborg
on this subj-ct, and especially as to the number 1 and its mean
ing in the Bible, his Apocalypse Revealed.
Again I return to the special question of the Existence of a
World of Spiritual B eings; I propose to consider it in two
points of view. 1. What Quality and Degree of proof would
be adequate to establish a Fact of this kind, and secondly, what
proofs now exist, and what remain to be discovered to settle the
question affirmatively. This introduction is already so exten
ded that I will postpone the answers to these questions till an
other week.

RECENT CONCLUSIONS.

day the discussion advances on the dogmas of the most popular
theology. Prof. Jowett, the new Greek Professer at Oxford, rejects
as alien from the nature of God the whole doctrine, that the death of
Christ was a satisfaction for our sins. He denies altogether the vieariousness of Christ’s death for us. Prof. Baden Powell, iu his essays,
condemns what he calls Bibliolatry (t. e. the belief that the Bible al
ways speaks the truth*); utterly rejects the Bible history of the creation
of the world, and advances a theory which apparently excludes the
idea of the pos-ibility of miracles. The works of these Professors have
already produced important changes in British Orthodoxy ; Mr. Jowett
has been subjected to an evangelical persecution for heresy.
Jowettism at Oxford now ranks with Puseyism, and other leading
“ shares of faith,” but it is more bitterly assailed than even that “ schism”
by the periodicals of the Established Church. Jowett’s work has reached
a third edition, and is highly commended for its noble tone and temper,
by the L eader and other journals. Oxford appears to be dividing into
“ North and South”—the lower half drifting more directly down to
Puseyism, and the other moiety reacting toward the unction of reason
and faith, that “ Christain Faith.” It is the difference between con
I omit here, for the sake of brevity, the tracing out of the servatism and reaction, or retrogression. Yon can not distrust while
thinking of these veritable movements, that the end of these one day
Fourth Degree in its Two Phases, in the Spheres of Government
will be, the end to the present beginning.
v iv ia n .

and Ownership, merely observing that it is the difference between
the Third Degree and the Fourth Degree in its first Phase, which
distinguishes simple Communism from the joint-stock associative
method of holding and administering the domain and other
property of a Community proposed and advocated by Fourier.
The Fourth Degree in its second phase— the true In teg ra lity—

E ach

* Baden Powell mast have seen that this postulate pieces the Scriptures la the
category with other writings, whose claims wholly arise from the determination of
their Intrinsic merits. We can not conceive how he conld have avoided seeing that
his conclusions rigidly exclude any other claim of authority for them. His conclu
sions, and the circumstance thet be himself has attained to them, are noticeable as
evidences of the propriety and Christianity of the maxim of St. Paul, when he urge»
the human reason “ to try all things.”
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CONCERNING THE “ INVESTIGATING” CLASS.
M r . E ditor :
I see by a number of the T eleg raph

that the friends of Free Thought
and Progress have organized in New York, what they denominate an
“ Investigating Class,” which they intend as the basis of an “ Univer
sal Debating Society.” The thought is a happy and a feasible one.
What an idea 1 that the friends of Progress can meet weekly, and
mingle their thoughts and feelings, though thousands of miles from
each other, and from the place of meeting. This meeting can not fail
to have a very important and favorable influence on the cause. Liberal
minds will so become acquainted with each other, and there will spring
up a sense of Universal Brotherhood, the lack of which we often feeL
We shall not feel so much a lone. I speak now more particularly in bohalf of those of us who live in the country, where we have little or no
fellowship with kindred minds. You who are in the “ city full” can
not appreciate very much the loneliness that oppresses us, nor the sense
of weakness that so often comes over ns, paralyzing our efforts, and
quenching our hopes. I have sometimes thought that you, who can at
an hour’s warning congregate a thousand men whose hearts all beat in
unison, are in danger of flattering yourselves that the world is about
emancipated from the death-embrace of dogma. If you ever indulge
in any suoh apprehensions, it would he a good thing for you to come
out of the “ hosts of your strength” far enough to see some of your
poor solitary brethren in the country, where they have set for years
watching at the graves whose steeple monuments tower in silent grandeur
and pride over the mummyized souls of meu who lie within, locked in
a death-slumber from which there seems no resurrection. We have
wept at the tomb of Kith and Kin, and prayed for some Christ-power
to waken the Lazarus that sleeps within, until the stench of his putre
fying is no longer problematical, hut already fills the moral atmos
phere in which we breathe and train our children, with pestilence and
death. Come and see us, and you will be cured of your illusions, if
you ever indulge any, “ as that the day of Christ is at hand.”
In lieu of this you propose that we shall come and see you, if not in
body, yet in Spirit, and by means of our written thoughts. Well, w#
will come; and may the meeting do us good, and yon too. If yon are
too sanguine, we can check you ; if we are too despairing, you can
cheer us. In the name and behalf of the solitary watchers among the
d>ad, in valley and hill-top, I thank the friends of Progress in New
York for conceiving and organizing the “ Investigating Class,” into
whose Brotherhood we may come and feel the grasp of kindred hands,
and the beating of kindred hearts. Brothers, All Hall 1 We shall he
with you in Spirit, every Wednesday evening, and sometimes, possibly,
in the flesh. Beside, yon will be “ compassed about with a great cloud
of witnesses” who have “ died in the faith,” and who, as both you and
we trust, will aid you sometimes, for “ are they not ministering Spirits
to them that are heirs of salvation?”
For the sake of giving a little form to the efforts of the absent members of the Brotherhood, I propose that we shall enter into previous
arrangements with each other through the T eleg raph (with your leave,
Mr. Editor,) and so endeavor to sustain a weekly “ Debate by the
Absent brethren,” as a part of your exercises. By way of illustrating
my, plan I make a proposition: Whenever the 7th question as publish
ed in the T eleg raph , shall come up, I will discuss it with any absent
brother who will take the negative of the following affirmation, “ A l t
th in g s a r e im m o r ta l." Will you find me an antagonist among your cor
respondents.
*Yours for Truth and Progress,
s. r . WALKER.

It is encouraging to find that our friends abroad appreciate
the endeavors of the Investigating Class, to meet them weekly in
person or in Spirit for a friendly interchange of experiences and
opinions on questions vital to the present and intimate good of
mankind. The T e l e g r a ph will exhaust all its capabilities to
facilitate this practical mode of preaching; and to this end we
will, if the cause demand and will sustain it, enlarge our sheet so
as to be able to publish every contribution or condensed state
ment of views that may be furnished us. But it should be borne
in mind, that newspaper space is limited; therefore every friend
of the enterprise will see the propriety of fully digesting and
condensing their communications.
■The suggestion ot our friend, if understood, doe» not at pre
sent seem to the writer expedient—viz: to establish another
similar but outside class, with a view of pub’ishiog their view»
also in the T e l e g r a p h . The class a lr e a d y established is cordial to
everybody,- and fully reciprocates the spontaneity of thoughtcommunion. The enterprise may be called a universal Church—
without a Pope—in which all mankind are preachers. Reports
of other distinct classes or debaters would require much more
space than they would to be reported under one head, and the
tendency of it would in a greater or less degree be to deprive
one class of the wisdom of the other.
Notwithstanding the report of the Investigating Class in the
T ele g r a ph , it is desirable to keep up the usual variety in the
paper.
. ______ , , ,
o. p . .
W orkixo -Me s .—This phrase conveys a wrong idea. We all work, or
should work, with the strong hand or the busy brain. Why, in the
name of reason, do you call him a working-man who binds hooks, and
him_what? not a working man, who w rites them? This shows how
little some people know about labor.
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the ability of united manual efforts to accomplish. The triumphs
achieved in this la t branch of discovery and invention, are enough to
mark the last half century as that which has contributed to augment
personal comfort, enlarge enjoyments and augment the blessings of
man.
What will the next half century accomplish? We may look for still
greater discoveries ; for the intellect of man is awake, exploring every
mine of knowledge aDd searching for useful information in every de
partment of art and industry.—Phit. IsJger.

CLOSING THE LEDGER.*
BT HENRY MOBFORD.

C lose up the Ledger, Time I

,

..

•

(

Slowly and Fadly, but let it be ;
Mournfully passeth by the year ;
What are the records, for you and me,5
Left by the failing fingers here T '
What for passion and what for love t
What for avarice and crime T
What for hope, and the heaven above t
What of the Ledger, Time 1

S upposed D iscovert op th e T ow er op B abel .—A letter in The Bos
ton Traveler, from Beirout, dated Dec. 8, after giving an account of a

Close up the Ledger, Time! ■'
Many a name, for good or ill,
Fills to the margin your blotted scroll—
Many a high and haughty will— .
Many a low and humble soul ;
Yet one page to each is given,
Marking the changing path we climb—
Holding the balance of bell or heaven j
What of the Ledger, Time t
Close up the Ledger, Time 1
Say are we creditors for aught f
Have we a store of noble deeds,
Springing from high and generous thought,
Such as our fallen brother needs?
Have we laid up for coming years
. Words to weave in a funeral rhyme,
Names that will call up grateful tears?
What of the Ledger, Time 1

“

’

Close up the Ledger, Time!
Say what promises Hope has drawn ;
Say what drafts stern Truth has paid i
Say what bankrupt hopes have gone,
In the grave with memory laid.
Say if the heart has kept its own,
Gathering beauty with lure and lime,
If it has turned to senseless stone ;—
What of the Ledger, Time ?
•

Close up the Ledger, Time 1 ' <
H ark I the knell of the year goes by I
Have I run out my golden sand ?
Where shall I be when the next shall die ?
Where shall the soul within me stand ?
Naught beyond may the Ledger tell—.
Naught be known, but in guilt and crime
Listen I I hear the New Year’s b e ll!
Shut up the Ledger, Time 1

.

• A long for New Year's Eve.

DISCOVERIES.
T here has been no period since the commencement of the world in

which so many important discoveries, tending to the benefit of man
kind, were made as in the last half century. Some of the most won
derful results of human intellect, have been witnessed in the last fifty
year*. Some of the grandest conceptions of genius have been perfected.
I t is remarkable how the mind of the world has run into scientific in
vestigation, and what achievements it has effected in that short period.
Before the year 1800 there was not a single steamboat in existence,
and the application of steam to machinery was unknown. Fulton
launched the first steamboat in 1807 ; now there are 3,000 steamboats
traversing the American waters, and the time saved by travel is equal
to 70 per cent. The rivers of nearly all the countries in the world are
traversed by steamboats. In 1800 there was not one single railroad in
the world. In the United States alone there are now 8707 miles of
railroad, costing $280,000,000 to build, and 22,000 miles of railroad in
England and America. The locomotive will now travel in as many
hours, a distance which in 1800 required as many days to accomplish.
In 1800 It took two weeks to convey intelligence between Philadelphia
and New O rleans; now it can be accomplished in a few minutes by the
electric telegraph, which only had its beginning in 1843.
Voltaism was discovered in March, 1800. The electro-magnet in
1821. Electrotyping was discovered only a few years ago. Hoe’s print
ing press, capable of printing 10,000 copies per hour, is a very recent
discovery, but of a most Important character.
Gas light was unknown in 1800, the first display of gas lights being
made at Bolen & Watts’ foundry in Birmingham on the occasion of the
peace rejoicings in 1802. The gas pipes in and around London are
said to extend upwards of 1100 miles. Every city and town of any
pretense in the civilized world is now lighted with it ; and we have
the announcement of a still greater discovery—by which light, heat,
and motive power may be produced from water, with scarcely any cost.
Daguerre communicated to the world his beautiful invention In 1839.
Gun cotton and chloroform are discoveries but a few years old—Schoubein’s patent of the former being enrolled in 1847 ; and the latter,
which has been considered the greatest boon conferred on suffering hu
manity, being first brought into use in 1850. Astronomy has added a
number of new planets to the solar system. Agricultural chemistry
has enlarged the domains of knowledge in that important branch of
scientific research, and mechanics have increased the production and
the means of accomplishing an amount of labor which far transcends

visit by Mr. Place, French Consul at Mosul, to the plains of Arbela,
has the following account of a discovery supposed to be the veritable
Tower of Babel: “ Passing on, Mr. Place and his party at lengfh dis
covered what they believed to be nothing less than the veritable re
mains of the Tower of Babel— the wonder of wonders, and the grandest
spectacle which the eyes of man can contemplate in this age of the
world. This proud tower, which was built in defiance of Heaven, and
aimed to pierce the very skies, has lost in the course of ages its cloudreaching elevation. Six of its eight stories have fallen ai.d crumbled
into dust; but the two which remain are so high that they may be seen
for fifty or sixty miles around! The base of the tower is quadrangular,
and each side about six hundred feet long. The tower is made of bricks
and the purest clay, and of a white color, which is a little shaded with
a yellow tint. Under a clear sun, and as a whole, this ancient monu
ment of human skill and daring, presents a flue blending of colors, which
sets the painter’s pallet at defiance. Before being baked, the bricks had
been covered with characters traced with the accuracy of the hand of
the writing master. Near the top of the letters the straight strokes
were adorned with flourishes resembling the heads of nails. All was
neat, regular and severe; and indeed those who saw these specimens of
ancient calligraphy affirm that the fathers of the human race wrote a
better hand than their children.” Among the interesting discoveries of
Mr. Place were certain inscriptions on fillets of gold, silver and copper,
and also upon a metal now unknown, and which has somewhat of the
appearance of ivory. It has been submitted to the experiments of an
intelligent metalurgist, and its qualities will soon be ascertained.
Some very curious photographs, taken by the expedition, completed
their labors, one of which was of the ruins of the palace of the famous
Queen Semiramis. This ancient monument, situated on the bight of a
mountain raised by the hands of men, overlooks the awful solitudes
which surround Lake Van—a body of water six or seven times larger
than Lake Geneva.
Another curious fact arrested the attention of the exploring party.
The sacred record runs thus: “ And it came to pass as they journeyed
from the East, that they found a plain in the valley of Shinar, and they
dweit there. And they said one to another—1Go to, let ns make brick
and burn them thoroughly ; and they had brick for stone, (or insteal
of stone) and slime had they for mortar.’ Modern skeptics may ask,
Where could these builders obtain all this bitumen ? for a vast quantity
must have been demanded to meet the wants of so many trowels. It
is a singular coincidence that M. Place discovered a fountain at a small
distance from the tower, whose waters flow in such abundance as almost
to form a river. The stream would force its way into a river in the
vicinity, did not the people hasten to stop it setting the bituminous flood
on fire, when they tranquilly wait till the fire is extinguished for want
of aliment. Thus the old fountain still pours out inexhaustible quan
tities of bitumen or slime, which supplied these old builders in their
vast enterprise. Bitumen also adds to the durability of bricks, as well
as firmly consolidates them in masonry. Could anything be added to
the marvel of the coincidence ? Thus travels and explorations in As
syria become biblical corollaries, and new proofs are never wanting of
old truths.

[ F b b b u a b t
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Now Lm.vo.—A contemporary says the boy is now living who will
be President of the Republic in 1900. Whbt his name is, or where ho
resides, he does not stop to inform us. He may at this moment be gath-'
ering pumpkins in Oregon, or peddling pop corn around Troy. Daniel
Webster once made “a new suit of Satinet,” by selling cat-fish at a shil
ling a string. Wherever he may be, all unconscious of his high des
tiny, he feels the divinity that stirs within him, and grasps his book,
tbirst'mg for knowledge. His parents as they answer his endless queries,
rejoice at his developing intellect, yet little dream that his will be a
great name among men, known wide as the world. Or perchance the
hard hand of poverty, or the cold hand of orphanage, are moulding
and training him for the patient effort, that self-reliance and resolute
will, that fit him for great achievments. He must pass through the
school that prepares him for his high career. In his youth many a
trial and wrong must break him to the hardness of life. In his man
hood many hardships must be endured, many obstacles overcome, and
rivals outstripped in the race ; the voioe of envy and detraction des
pised ; and hatred and malice defied. Through such a Echool and train
ing, the President of 1900 will doubtless come, and is now coming.
But from what condition in life, from what part of our broad land, no
one can predict or know but Providence, who presides over the desti
nies of all nations.
A C urious S tory .— For some time past a story has been in circa- .
lation in Paris, and has had many believers. It seems that some time
ago a man entered the church of St. Laurent toward eventime, for the
purpose of saying his prayers. Fatigued, probably, with the labors of
the day, he fell asleep in the little obscure comer where he had placed
himself in order to carry on his devotions. Soon after darkness had
set in he awoke, found that he was locked in, and prepared himself,
therefore, to pass the night as best he might. He withdrew to a con
fessional, placed himself there, and waited for sleep to come to him
again. While in this state, the hours wearing on and midnight ap
proaching, he was surprised by hearing stealthy footsteps resounding
through the building ; and looking round, he beheld a priest, with a
lantern in his hand, approaching. The priest walked Blowly toward one
of the massive pillars of the nave, and opened a secret door, that gave
externally no indication of its existence. Immediately a young girl,
thin, wan, sad-looking, and but half clad, appeared on the thresh
old of the door. The priest gave her a basket containing some food,
closed the door, and went his way, the intruder looking on, unable to
move or utter a sound. The next morning he waited patiently until
the doors were opened, took an opportunity of slipping out unobserved,
went borne and related what had occurred.
A L esson in H ospita lity and H cm ii.it y .—A while ago, a young
gentleman visited a venerable man, a high dignitary of the Church,
who, for special reasons, lived on small means, at a low rent, in a quite
lordly mansion. Assuming that the occupant of such a dwelling must
have servants of all sorts, the visitor on retiring, put his boots out
side of the door to be cleaned, according to custom. Next morair.g on
looking out of his chamber, he saw his silver-haired host in dressing
gown and slippers, coming quietly along the entry, with said boots,
nicely brushed and shining like a mirror, in his patriarchal bands.
The astonishment and mortification of the guest may be imagined.
But let that pass. The thing to be considered is, the noble old man, so
ready to do what some foolish people would consider » nfenial aet,
rather than be wanting in hospitality. Christian gentleman as he was
—at once dignified and meek—he felt as George Herbert sings;
“ If done beneath thy laws,
E ’en servile labir shines:
Hallowed the soli, if this the cause—
The meanest work divine!”

Were it proper to give the name of the hero of this incident, our
readers would recognize it as that of one who by humbling himself, was
S panish S tory .— The Spaniards have a story, that when Ferdinand indeed exalted, and whose memory is yet with the many who knew him
III. after his death, was brought into communion with St. Jago, he pro but to love him.— B oston T ra v e le r.
ceeded to ask favors for Spain.
“ Fine climate,” says the king.
.
To ev er y th in g beneath the sun there is a last day. Let the san
“ Granted,” says the saint.
guine, then, take warning, and the disheartened take courage ; for to
‘•Fertile soil, corn, wine, oil, Ac.”
every joy and to every sorrow, to every hope and ever fear, there will
“ Granted.”
come a last day; and man ought so to live by foresight, that while he
learns in every state to he content, he shall in each be prepared for
“ Brave sons and beautiful daughters.”
another, whatever that other may be. When we see an acorn, we ex
“ Granted.”
pect that it will produce an oak ; when we plant a vine we calculate
“ Good government.”
“ No, no, no, no. Give Spain good government, and every one of upon gather ng grapes; but when we lay a plan for years to come, we
may wish, and we can do no more, except pray, that it may be accom
the angels would leave heaven to live in it.”
plished, for we know not what to-morrow may bring forth. All that
W it t t .— Clergymen frequently administer personal rebukes from the we do know beforehand of anything is, that to everything beneath the
pulpit. The best that we can remember was that of an Irish curate, sun there comes a last day.—M ontgom ery.
whose Christian name was Joseph. He was promised a living by a
member of the great Butler family previous to his coming to the title
A W aggish D octor.— Not long since a youthful friend of ours acci
and the estate. The promise was nou-redeemed; and, on the first dentally swallowed a lead bullet; his friends were very naturally much
opportunity the curate had of preaching before the powerful nobleman, alarmed, and his father, that no means might be spared to save
he selected for his text the conclusion of the fortieth chapter of Gen his life, sent post haste to a surgeon of skill, directing the messenger
esis—“ Yet did not the chief butler remember Joseph but forgot him.” to tell him the circumstance, and urge his coming without delay.
The Irish Joseph speedily obtained the gift of a very valuable living.— The Doctor was found—heard the dismal tale, and with as much un
E n g l is h P a p e r ,
concern as he would manifest in a case of common headache, sat down
and wrote the following laconic note:
A D istinguished H eretic — According to the London M o r n i n g A d 
Sir—Don’t alarm yourself. If after three weeks the bullet is not re
vertiser, measures have been adopted with the view of instituting a
moved, give the boy a charge of powder.
Yours.
thorough investigation into the charges preferred against Dr. Davidson,
P. S. Don’t aim the boy at anybody.
Professor of Biblical Criticism in the Lancashire Independent College,
of his virtual denial of the inspiration of the Scriptures, and of his
T he basis of society is the custom of the past. A body of men go to
heterodoxy on various important points in connection with evangelical Greece, and build upon the foundation of thousands of years ago, con
religion,
structing their edifice of the old broken and decayed architecture.
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SPIR IT AND CLAIRVOYANT MEDIUMS IN NEW YORK.
*
S P fH im M S M .
Ml*. E. J. French, No. 4 Fourth Avenue, Clairvoyant and Healing Physician for Mrs. Axx L eah Brown (of the Fox family) is still at home, No l Ludlow Place,
the treatment of diseases. Hours, 10 a. *. to 1 r. m., and 2 to 4 T. n. Electro- corner of Houston and SuUivan-streets, where persons may, on her usual terms,
medicated Baths given by Mrs. French.
avail themselves of her peculiar powers as a Spirit-medium, Hours from 8 to 6, and
Mr*. H a rrie t P orter, Clairvoyant Physician and Spirit-Medium, 109 West Twenty from 7 to 10 p, m.
fourth-street, between Sixth and Seventh Avenues. Hours from 10 to 12 A. u.
Friday, Saturday and Sunday excepted, onlcs3 by enfffurment.
245-tf
and from 9 to 6 r. m., Wednesdays and Sundays excepted.
MBtlJ&fi TtflS 'ICii.
Mrs. J. E. Kellogg, Spirit Medium, Booms, No. 625 Broadway, New York.' Visitors Miss M. E. ‘Wiloman, 160 Waverly
Place, near Sixth Avenue, treats the various forms
received for the investigation of Spirit Manifestations every day, (except Sun
of disease by Sp.rtual magnetic action, by the use of water, to which a Spiritual in
days,) from 9 a, ml, to 12)£ p. * , On Tuesdays, Thursday*, Fridays and Satur
fluence has been imparted, and by such remedial agents as the Invisible physicians
days, from T to 9 p. *.
may prescribe.
249-tf
Mrs. B radley, Healing Medium, 109 Green-street Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri
days, from 10 a. m. until 4 p. u.
iL U itv o y m t:,
M rs . C a r o l in e E. D o rm an has removed to New Haven, where she will make
Mi** K aty Fox, Kapping Medium, Twenty-second street, comer FouKh Avenue.
May be seen in the evening only.
medical examinations and prescriptions for the sick, at her residence, »22 Grand-street,
Mis* Seabring can be seen daily at 4TT Broadway. Hours, from 10 to 12 a. m. New Haven. Terms: First examination, 8 ; each subsequent one, $2»
and 2 to 5 and S to 10 p. u. No Circle Saturday evenings, nor Sunday mornings
i m
i ’s f f l o S i x
and afternoons.
T h e Subscriber’s Monthly is devoted to the investigation o f the Philosophy o f Mind
Mr*. Beck, OSS Eighth Avenue, Trance, Speaking, Rapping, Tipping and Personat
in its being, action and manifestation In every plane o f development, including the
ing Medium.
I. B. Conklin, Test Medium, Booms 47T Broadway. Hours, daily, from 9 a . ml to Philosophy of Spiritual Manifestations.
He will demonstrate the principles by which all the phenomena connected with
18 o’clock, and from 2 to 4 P. M.
A, B. Smith, Readout, N. Y., Clairvoyant and Spirit Medium for healing the sick. Spiritualism can be understood, and by which all the apparent antagonisms may be
harmonized.
Mr. S. can examine patients at a distance by having their names and residences
He will trace the d iv in e method in all thtngs*iataral and spiritual, showing the
submitted to his inspection.
Mr. G. A- R id m in, of Boston, Test Medium, hss taken rooms at 188 Canal-street, true relation of the fin ite to the in f in it e ; and will investigate the laws of Divine
manifestation in the light of axiomatic truths.
(new No. 891) where he may be consulted.
He will demonstrate the existence of a religious nature in man, point out its needs
Mil* M ildred Cole, Trance Test medium, 483 Sixth Avenue, near 29th Street, visi
tors received every day and evening, Sundays excepted, from 9 t£ a . m., to 9% and the Divine method of supplying them.
He will give the Philosophy of Christianity in its adaptedness to the redemption
p. *. Wednesday evenings reserved for attendance at Private Circles. *
and salvation of man.
NEW JER SEY .
He will teach the method of truly translating the actual and real Into the per 
Mr*. Lorin L. Platt, of New Brunswick, N. J., Spiritual and Clairvoyant Medium
ceptive and ideal , by means of which the mind is truly unfolded in love and w is 
employs her powers chiefly In the examination and treatment of disease.
dom
, thereby begetting in man true action in respect to himself, his neighbor and
M r* J u lia A. Johnson, (late Mrs. 8. B. Johnson), No. 4$ Walker-street, New York,
Ms God.
Psychical Physician, Healing and Rapping Medium.
To
be published at the office of the S piritual T elegraph , New Tork. Bach
C O N N E C T IC U T .
Mr*. J. R Mettler, Clairvoyant and Spirit Medium, devotes her time chiefly to Number contain ninety-six octavo pages, Small Pica type. This work commenced
the examination and treatment of the sick. Mrs. M. also gives Psychometrical on the 1st of March, 1356. It is issued monthly, at $8 per annum, in advance. Sub
scriptions and remittances received by P artridge and B rittan, Telegraph Office,
delineations of character. Residence, No. 9 Winthrop-street, Hartford.
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Mr*. R. M. Henderson is a Trance-Speaking Medium of whose abilities we hear 842 Broadway, New York.
very favorable reports. We once had the pleasure of listening to her in Hart
THE PENETRALIA;
ford, and can truly say that her discourse on that occasion was, intrinsically and
Being Hamonial Answers to Important Questions;
as an illustration of mediumship, above the average standard. Mrs. Henderson
A N E W WORK, by A N D R E W J A C K S O N D A T I S,
may be addressed at Newtown, Conn.
In the preface Mr. Davis says; “ From time to time during the past three years,
M r* Carolina E. Dorm an, Clairvoyant residence 122 Grand-street New Haven. the Author has been interrogated on almost every topic; frequently by letter,some
Medical examinations and prescriptions for the sick will he ».vended to.
times orally, and naturally by the subjects themselves; and this volume is designed
DE ISLAND.
as a rezponsuvi to such questions as have appeared to him of the greatest Importance
M r* H- T- H u ntley is a Trance-Speaking Medium, who has been employed in this to mankind.”
capacity for two years. Address at Providence, K. L
This is esteemed the most original, attractive and useful work ever written by this
BO STO N.
Mr*. W . R. Hayden, Test Medium, by Rapping, Writing, and other modes of mani- voluminous author, and it reveals some of his most private spiritual experiences.
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MICHIGAN.
M r* C. M. Tuttle, who has for some three years been before the .‘public as a highly I
WORKS OF A. J. DAVIS.
acceptable trance lecturing medium, will answer demands upon’her services in
P artridge & B rittan have all the works of Mr. Davis wholesale and retail. The
the above capacity. Address Albion, Michigan.
following is a scale of retail prices, with postage per mail:
OHIO.
The
Penetralia.
Mis* Anne Denton Cridge, Psychometer, and Reader of Character. Accuracy
By A. J. Davis. Just published. 828 pages, octavo. Price, $1; postage 21 cts.
warranted. Terms, $1. Address, Dayton, Ohio.

Nature’s Divine Revelations, etc.

SR. It HRS. J. R. METTLER,
PSYCHO-MAGNETIC PHYSICIANS.

C lairvoyant E xaminations—With all diagnostic and therapeutic suggestion re

quired by the patient, careftilly written o u t
T erms —For examinations, including prescriptions, fiv e dollars, I f the parient be
present; and ten dollars when absent All subsequent examinations two dollars.
Terms strictly in advance. When the person to be examined can not be present, by
extreme illness, distance, or other circumstances, Mia. M. will require a lock of the
patient's hair. And in order to receive attention, some of the leading symptoms
must be stated when sending the hair.
Mrs. Mettler also gives Psychometrical delineations of character, by having ft
letter from the person whose character she is required to disclose. Terms $2.
, The wonderful success which has uniformly attended the treatment of disease pro
scribed by the best medical Clairvoyants, is a sufficient guaranty that the claims of
this hitherto unknown agent are indeed founded in truth. In more than half of the
towns and villages of New England-are to be found the monuments of its mysterious
skill ; while thousands of men and women in the Middle and Western States, can
testify to-day that their lives have been saved, or their health has been restored,
through the agency of medical Clairvoyance.
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Address,
DE. J. R. METTLER, Hartford, Conn.

ROPE m i HOPE EVER!»
G od gave us hope to soothe our dy ng hours, and to palliate our heaviest miseries.
Were It not for Hope, the existence of nine-tenths of mankind would be a burthen
almost unbearable. To those who inspire hope in the suffering and desponding, even
if it be based upon fallacy, we owe many thanks, for there is but one visitor more
cheerful than hope that caomake its appearance at the bedside of the dying. That
visitor is Dr. James’s Extract of Cannabis Indica. The old doctor ha# been retired
from practice for many years, but the infallibility of his marvelous remedy for Con
sumption, Bronchitis, Nervous Debility, Cough, severe Cold, Asthma, ect, has com
pelled a demand for It which he can only supply by sending instructions everywhere
how to make and successfully use it, and also by selling the medicine ready made to
all who do not desire to prepare it themselves. The old Doctor's address is No. 19
Grand-street, Jersey City, N. J. Send him a shilling to cover his expenses, and he
will return you the receipt by post If you are afflicted with any of the terrible ail
ments above mentioned, get the “ Extract of Cannabis Indica.” To onr best knowledge
and belief, based upon what we have heard, and thousands of testimonials, which we
have seen, from all parts of the world, it is the only medicine extant that ever did
speedily, safely, and permanently cure consumption and kindred diseases. It is an
East India preparation, the efficency and method of making which the doctor dis
covered while searching for the means of preserving the life of his only child, ft
daughter, from death in consequence of tubercied lungs. Take this medicine, (it to
genuine thing) and live!
______________
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A RETIRED FHVSICIAff.
Whose Sands of Life have nearly run out, discovered while living In the East
Indies a certain cure for consumption, bronchitis, coughs, colds, and general debilitj
Wishing to do as much good ss possible he will send to such of his afflicted fellow»
beings os request it, this recipe, with full and explicit directions for making it up and
successfully using i t He requires each applicant to enclose him one shilling; three
cents to be retained as postage on the recipe, and the remainder to be applied to the
payment of this advertisement Address D r . H. JAMES, Jersey City, N. J. 246-tf

I.
“ th e

O. ATWOOD.

w o n d er fu l h e a l in g medium o f lockport , n . y .”

I. G. A twood and L ady, Magnetic and Clairvoyant Physicians, No. 18 Locust-st,
Lockport N. Yn receive patients into their family for the treatment of nearly all
classes of diseases, on reasonable terms. Clairvoyant examinations and prescrip
tions made, applicant being present <>r request by letter. The name, age and
residence of the subject given, syrups prepared and magnetized by Spirit direction
for each case, if required, at moderate prices.
T erm s.— Examination of persons present $2; Including prescription, $3; if by
letter, $3 and $5. No letter will be answered unless it contains money or P. O.
stamp.
__________
____
240-71

HEALING THE SIDE AT TORONTO.

:

Mr, and Mrs. Swain, Gould-street, Toronto, C. W., will receive patients into their
family for the treatment of diseases. Examinations and Prescriptions given by
Spirit directions, through Mrs. Swain. Magnetic treatment by P. Jay and J. Swain.
Charges reasonable, Poor treated gratis. ■
P. S —-J. S., would visit friends and give his experience in the Harmonial Philo»
phy, assist in forming circles, Ac.
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WYCKOFF & KIRTLAND,
M E R C H A N T T A IL O R S ,
No. 103 HOUSTON S T R E E T .

Near A v e n u e » ,
.
.
N ew Y ork .
Given by inspiration through the mediumship of A J. Davis. One of the most
remarkable and instructive productions of the nineteenth century: nearly 800
A neat and well-selected stock of Cloths, Cassimeres and.Vestings, always on hand.
CLAIRVOYANT AND HEALING PH YSICIAN
Men’s
Boys’
and
Children’s
Clothing
made
to
order,
in
any
style, to suit customers.
pages
octavo.
Price,
$2;
postage
43
cents.
NO. 4 F O U R T H A V E N U E .
*
[ V r Furnishing Goods of every description.
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The morbid conditions of the Human organism delineated and prescribed for with The Great Harmonia, Vol. IV.
The Reformer. Price, $1; postage, 19 cents.
WM. M. WYCKOrr,
*
LEWIS KIKTLAMD.
unparalleled success.
T kejis — For examination and prescription $5, when the patient is present ; i f a b  The Philosophy of Special Providences,
WATER C lR F ANlT lb'mHARY,
A Vision. Price, 15 cents; postage, 3 cent*.
sent 8 ¡0. All subsequent examinations $2. Terms strictly in advance. In order to
FOB THE RECEPTION AND CURE OF EiTALID FEMALES.
insure prompt attention some of the leading symptoms must be giyen when sending The Great Harmonia, Vol. I.
No Males received. Displacements treated with remarkable success. Such
The Physician. Price, $1 25; postage, 20 oentfc
a look of hair.
patients, whether bed-ridden or not, will fined onr course of treatment a cure, when
The Great Harmonia, Vol. II.
Hours from 10 to and from 2 to 4, except Saturdays and Sundays.
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medication has entirely failed. Onr method m ast and will supersede all others, In
The Teacher. Price, $1; postage, 19 cents.
the treatment of this class of patients. Terms $7 and $10 per week. Address W.
OKS. JULIA A. JOHNSON, JB. O .,
The Philosophy of Spiritual Intercourse.
8HEPAED, M. D„ Columbus, O.
Price, 50 cents; postage, 9 cents.
(Late Mrs. S. B. J ohnson, of No. 48 Walker-street,New-York,)
TO N E R V cis SCKFERERi,
well-known in the British Provinces and several States of the Union, as a nealing The Great Harmonia, Vol. IK.
A ketiebd clergyman, restored to health in a few days, after many years of great
The Seer. Price, $1; postage, 19 cento.
Medium and Medical Cla rvoyant, offers her medical aid to the diseased in Cancers,
nervous
suffering,
is
anxious
to make known the means of cure. IVill send (free) the
Scrofula, and acute and chronic diseases of the human system. Clairvoyant exami The Approaching Crisis;
Being a Review of Dr. Bushnell’s recent Lectures^* Snpematualism, by Davis. prescription used. Direct the Kev. J oiin M. D aqhall, N o. 89 Fulton-street, Brooknations, Mi.ii diagnostic and therapeutic suggestions, carefully given. Terms, five
yn, N. Y.
________ .
___________
240-dm.
Price, 50 cents; postage, 18 cents.
dollars. Persons absent must send lock of hair, or handwriting,
No letters answered without fee inclosed.
249-4t
The Harmonial Man.
EARS WANTED
Price, 80 cents; postage, 5 cent*.
•
1» the vicinity of New York, accessible by water and railroad, in exchange forjlm- '
CLAIRVOYANT EXAMINATIONS AND TREATMENT.
The Present Age;
proved city property. Address, CHARLES PARTRIDGE, a t this office.
A. B. Smith, Roudout, N. Y., clairvoyant and Spirit medium for healing the sick,
Price, $1; postage, 28 cents.
Mr. 8. con examine patients at a distance by having their names and residences sub Free Thoughts Concerning Religion.
FO R S A LE.
A spacious new House and Stable, in the vicinity of Madison Square. Also, Hnnsesmitted to bis inspection. Each letter in which the writer requires such an examina
P r ic «. I.YCpnfa; prtRtwiro* 3 cent*.
on Thirty-Seventh-street. Would be exchanged for a Farm near the city.
tion must inclose one dollar. Each prescription, i f the mediant he furnished, one
246-t
Address CHARLES PAETRIDGB,
doliar additional.
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MUSICAL MUTER EVEAISfcS. SIXTH CLAS L

Jilts. E. J. FKEUH.

N E W YO R K M U S I C A L A C A D E M Y , 5 5 3 B R O A D W A Y .
musical academy.
„
,5iR< «• A. REDMAN,
PRINCIPAL— MI'O* EMMA HARDINGS.
T hs well-known Test Medium of Boston has taken rooms in Canal-street, old No.
T h e New York Musical Academy is now open. Principal, Miss Emma Hardinge
188, new No. 891. Hours may be engaged from 9 A. m . till 9 p. M. Public Circles,
Ladies and Gentlemen are invited to join an Evening Class for the study of Glees, Vocalists Invited to join the Evening Classes for Oratorios, Glees, Yact Songs, eto
evening only, from 7 to 9 p. m. Private parties can bo accommodated a t the rooms, Light Singing and Part Songs.
Apply at the Academy, 558 Broadway, from 11 till 5.
S19-4f
er at their residences if desired. To Insure an uninterrupted opportunity of investi
Subscription to this class only: For one student, $6; fbr two, $10; for three, $14;
"
M E D IC IN E W IT H O U T P A T .
‘~
gation, hours sho id be previously engaged.
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for four, $16. Terms in advance.
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I will present one box of my Magnetic Salve to any respectable patient who w ill
call and receive it. For Burns, Frost-biteB, Scrofula and Salt-Rheum, unsurpassed
CLAIRVOYANCE AND P8YCHOJJETRY.
THE SOCIAL DESTIftV OF MAT.
T mbms—For Me iical Examination and Prescription........................................... ....
S. B. SMITH, Electro Magnettst, 77 Canal-street,
Or Theory of the Four Movements, by Charles Fourier. This great work, which
For Psyehometrieal Delineation of Character, including conjugal adaptation, 2.00
249-lt
Between Broadway and Church-street*.
is one of the most extraordinary productions of the human mind, is now published.
402
Addres*__________ R. P. WILSON. Cleveland. Ohio!
Price, with steel portrait, $1,50. Cheap ed.tion, $1. Address, A Brisbane, or Robert
W l i v S T E i T o F P H R K N 0 1 0 ft vi.
Boarding, la* * 1i.TnK- ,t r e e t —Where Spiritualists cu five with comfort and M Dewitt, publisher, 160 Nassau-sUeet, New York. For sale at the Office of the By John 8. Hittell, AjustN Epublished
by C. Blahoiiabd, 77 Nassau street, New York
MQ&om/, wuii people of their own «e&timenU. '
287-am
»SPIRITUAL T elsgrapb .
243-2t 1 12m<a Cloth, gilt Price 76 cents, Sent by mail, postage free.
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PARTRIDGE AND BRITTAN’S SPIRITUAL TELEGRAPH.

Spiritualists’ girictorj.

Ijartri&ge k SJrittHit

The Conflict of Ages;

Or, the Great Debate on the Moral Relations of God and Man. By Edward
Beecher, D.D. Price, 81 25; postage, 28 cento.
At
the
Publishers*
prices,
the
Books
comprehended
In
the
following
list,
together
with
Epitome
of Spirit Intercourse.
Mbs E x xa P basob J a t U s Trance Speaking Medium and vocalist of extraordinary
Being a condensed view of Spiritualism In Its Scriptural, Historical, Aetna! and
powers, whose public efforts ara everywhere received with mingled emotions of sur other Spiritual publications. Careful examination of the list, and orders at the read
Scientific Aspects. By Alfred Cridge. . Price, 48 cento; postage, 6 oenta
prise and delight. The Editor of the Baltimore Republican, who has no faith in Spirit er«’ convenience are respectfully solicited.
Spirit-MinstreL
ualism, in a recent notice of Miss Jay's lectures in that city, says:—Miss Jay seems to Natty a spirit
Allen Putnam, Esq., Boxbury, Mass., is the author and compiler of this Narra
A collection of ninety ftmiliar Tones and Hymns, appropriate to Meetings ft»
have either been in the hands of a Spirit who was perfect master of elocution, or else
tive and Communication. The book contains an interesting narrative of the
Spiritual Intercourse. Paper, 25 cento; muslin, 88 cents.
she has had excellent instructions in the ark Her gesticulation was graceful, frequent,
production of the Spirit's likeness by an artist on canvas through spiritual visions, Spirit-Voices—Odes.
and perfectly expressive of the idea conveyed. The language used was the most
communications,
directions,
etc.
175
pages.
Price,
muslin
bound,
83
cents;
Dictated by hpirt^, for the use of Circles. By E. 0. Hentfk, medium. Prism
ohaste and pure style, and seldom, if ever, excelled In the desk.
muslin, 88 cents; postage, 8 cento.
postage, 8 cents.
8 . B. B k it t a h w ill devote a portion o f his time to giving Lectures on the facts and
K E E P CONSTANTLY ON H A N D A N D F O R S A L E ,

PUBLIC LECTURERS.

Elements of Animal Magnetism;
Philosophy of Spiritualism; the Laws of Vital Motion and Organic Development; the Compendium of the Theological and Spiritual Writings of Swedenborg.
Being a Systematic and Orderly Epitome of all his Religious Works. With an
Or, Process and Application for relieving Human Suffering. By Charles Morley.
relations of Sensation and Thought to the Bodily Functions: the Philosophy of Health
Price, 12X cento; postage, 8 cento.
appropriate introduction. Prefaced by a full Life of the Author, with a brief
a n d Disease; also, lectures o n various Moral, Progressive, and Philoaophico-Theologiview
of
all
his
Works
on
Science,
Philosophy,
and
Theology.
P
abtbidgh
A
Answers
to Seventeen Objections
cal a n d Practical Subjects. Address Mr. Brittan, at this office.
Against Spiritual Intercourse. By John S. Adams. Paper, 25 cento; muslin, ST
B rittan , General Agents. Price, $ 2 ; postage, do cents.
Bav. T. L. Usama, widely known in this country and Europe as an inspired thinker,
cento;
postage, 7 cento.
poet and orator, is one of the most brilliant and powerful lecturers on the Spimual Buchanau’s Anthropology.
Being Outlines of Lectures on the Neurological System of Anthropology, as dis Mtilenninm Dawn:
Philosophy and cognate subjects. Mr. H. is now in this city, and may be addressed
A work on Spiritualism. By Rev. 0. K. Harvey. Price, 50 cento; postage,!
covered, demonstrated and taught. By Joseph R. Buchanan, M. D., in four parts.
care of tb s office.
cento.
Price, $2; postage, 28 cents
*
W illiam F isuboooh, one of the first writers and speakers who took a public stand
Library of Mesmerism.
in favor of Spiritualism, who has been a close observer of its facts and phenomena, and New Testament Miracles and Modern MiracleA
By Newmaa, Snell, Dr. Dodd, Williams, and oth3rik Prioe, 81 60 per voloma,
The comparative amount of evidence for each; the nature of b o th ; testimony
a diligent student of its philosophy, is prepared to lecture on such brhnches of that
postage, 20 cento.
of a hundred witnesses. An Essay read before the Divinity School, Cambiidgo.
and kindred themes as may be deemed useful and edifying to his audiences. Address,
The Ministry of Angela Realized.
By J. H. Fowler. Price, 811 cents; postage, 6 cents.
sere of Partridge and Brittan, at this Office.
By
A E. Newton, Boston. Price, 15 cento; postage, 8 eenta
*
Miss 0. M. B i b b s , Medium, whose leotures lately delivered In New York, Troy, The Lily Wreath
of Spiritual Communications, received chiefly through the mediumship of Mrs. Spirit-Works Real, hut not Miraculous.
Philadelphia, Baltimore and elsewhere, have been so hlahly appreciated for the chaste
A
Lecture.
By AUan Putnam. Price, 25 cento; postage, 8 cento.
J. S. Adams By A- B. Child, M. D. Price, 85 cents, $1, and $1 50, according to
ness and elegance of their diction, and the refining and elevating character of their
The Harmonial Man:
the style of the binding. Postage, 15 cents.
subject matter, may be addressed by those who desire her services as a lecturer, care
By Andrew Jackson Davia Price, 80 cento; postage, 6 cento.
Spiritualism Explained.
• f P a e t e id o x A BxnTAii, this office.
By Joel Tiffany. Twelve Lectures delivered in the city of New York, entitled Night Bide of Nature,
Mb. & Mbs. U. Clabx, the Spiritual Lecturcra, will respond to calls together, or
The Demonstration of Truth, The Sphere of Lust, The Second or Relational
Ghosts and Ghost Seers. By Catherine Crowe. Price, 81 25; postage, 20 eenta
Mr. Clark alone, to officiate at marriages and funerals, or as lecturer and healing me
Sphere; Communications; Philosophy of Progression; Mediumship; Spiritual The Philosophy of Special Providence.
*
dium. Residence, Auburn, N. Y.
Healing; Condition of the Spirit; Organization; Individualization; What Con
A Vision. B y A .J. Davia Price, 15 cento; postage, 8 eenta
C h a r l e s P a b t b id s x , an early advocate and supporter of Spiritualism, and a diligent
stitutes the Spirit, etc, Price, $1; postage, 12# cents.
Free Thoughts on Religion.
,
oollector of the facte of the new unfolding, is prepared to give the results of his in
A. J. Davia Price, 15 cento; postage, 8 cento.
Spiritual Herald:
vestigations to audiences which may requre his services. Address, this Office.
A London Monthly, devoted to" the Exposition of the Phenomena of Spiritual Mrs M. B. Randall’s Address on Spiritualism.
Da. J. K. Ostob, who has several well-prepared lectures in Illustration and defense
Price, 6 cento; postage, 1 cent.
Manifestations, and.their application to Human Welfare. Published by H. Balof Spiritualism, will deliver them to such audiences as may apply for hia services.
liere, 219 Regent-Street, London. For sale by P arteidge A B rittan , 842 Broad Evangel of the Spheres.
Address, care of P a r t r id g e A B r it t An, this office.
By
D. J. Mandella Price 80 cento; postage 6 conta
way, New York. Price 18X cents; postage, 2.cento.
Miss A. W. S praoue lectures under spiritual influence. Her abilities are spoken
A Synopsis of Spiritual Manifestations.
of in terms of high estimation by those who have been accustomed to hear her. Ad Comte’s Positive Philosophy.
Translated by Harriet Martinean, A new and elegant edition In one volume.
Through John 8. Williams, medium. Price, 5 cento; postage, 1 eent
dress Plymouth, V t
Price, $3 00. This work is in one splendid octavo of 838 pages, large type, ele Correspondence between Spiritualists in S t Louie and Rev. Dr, N. L. Riot,
H k x b y H . T atob , a gentleman who has for some years devoted his tim e and
Price, 12 cento; postage, 3 cento.
gant paper, and neatly bound in cloth. Printed verbatim from the London edi
mental energies almost exclusively to literary pursuits, has commenced lecturing In
tion. For sale at this office.
A Letter to the chestnut Street Congregational Church, Chelsea, Ha*.
Illustration and defense of the facte and principles of the Spiritual Philosophy and
By John 8. Adams. Price, 15 cento; postage, 4 cento.
Litis. Mr. T. is a man of culture, refined in ids feelings, gifted with a poetic ima Philosophy of Mysterious Agents,
Human and Mundane; or, the Dynamic Laws and Relations of Man. By F. Elements of Spiritual Philosophy.
gination, a remarkably fine voice, and whatever other natural endowments are most
Rogers. Bound; price $1; postage, 24 cents.
R. P. Ambler, medium. Price, 25 cento; postage, 4 cento.
easealal to personal success and public usefulness. Mr. Tator has our right hand of
Light from the pirit-World.
Voices from the Spirit-World.HKBGS
fellowship, and may be addressed at this office.
Being
written
by
the
control
of
Spirits.
Rev.
Charles
Hammond,
Medium.
Price
Isaac
Post, Medium. Price, 50 cento; postage, 10 cento.
Mbs. B. F. H a t c h (formerly Cora L. Y. Beott), is a Trance-Speaking Medium
75 cents; postage, 10 cents.
Also, Mesmerism in India.
whose poetic and philosophical discourses have attracted large audiences and given
By the same author. Price, 75 cento; postage, 18 eenta
The Boquet of Spiritual Flowers;
high satisfaction. Address Dr. B. F. Hatch, 309 Fourth Avenue.
Received ohiefly through the mediumship of Mrs. J. S. Adams. By A. B. Child. Soroery and Magio.
A. E. N e w t o n , Editor of the New England Spiritualist, will respond to the calls of
• M. D. Price, 85 cents'; postage, 13 cents.
By W right Price, 61 28; postage, 19 eenta
. ~
those who may desire his services as a lecturer on the Faots and Philosophy of Spirit
The Hacr The Philosophy of Spiritual Intercourse.
ualism. Address No. 16 Franklin-street, Boston, Moss.
Or the Universe W ithout By William Fishbongh. Paper bound, price, 60 eta.;
By A J. Davis. Price, 80 cento; postage, 9 cento.
Dr. B. T . H allook , known and appreciated as a clear and fluent speaker, will lec
muslin, 75 cents; postage, 12 cents.
Religion of Manhood; or, the Age of Thought!
ture on various subjects connected with Spiritualism. Address, corner of Christie and
Spirit-Intercourse.
By Dr. J. H. Robinson. Price, 75 cento; postage, 12 oenta
Brooine-streete, New York.
By
Herman Snow, late Unitarian Minister at Montagu/Hassachusetta. Price, 80 Modem Spiritualism.
Mrs. B eck, through whom Spirits speak with facility, will answer the calls of
cents; postage, 10 cents.
Its Facto and Fanaticisms; Its Consistencies and Contradictions; with an Ap
those who may desire her to lecture to them, within any convenient distance from
Biography of Mrs. Semantha MetUer,!
pendix, By E. W. Capron. Price, 81; postage, 20 cento,
t Ms city. Address 883 Eighth Avenue, N. Y.
And
an
account
of
tho
Wonderful
Cnres
performed
by
her.
By
Frances
H.
Green,
Bible, is it a Guide to Heaven!
B. P. A mbler, one of the most eloquent and popular speakers, lectures, under Spir
Price, paper, 25 cents; muslin, 88 cents; postage, 8 cents.
By Geo. B. Smith. Price, 25 cento; postage, 8 cento.
itual Influence, on tho Principles of Modem Spiritualism in all Its Eolations. He will
answer calls for lectures on Sunday, and also for lectures during the week, In the vicin
ity of Philadelphia, New York, and Boston. Address, Baltimore, Maryland.
Mas. M. S. N ewton delivers lectures on themes connected with Spiritualism while
, In the trance state. (What Is her P. O. address f)
*
Mas. a M. T uttle , of Albion, Mich., a popular trance-speaking medium of three
years’ successful experience, will accept Invitations to speak In places West—in Mlohlgan, Indiana, Illinois and Ohio, and short distances E ast Address, Albion, Mich.
A u s t in E. S im m ons leotures in the trance state as he la Impressed by the controlling
spiritual influences. Address Woodstock, V t
8 . 0 . H e w it t , formerly Editor of the JV'em E r a , lectures on Spiritualism, a t a
science, as clearly proved as chemistry or any of the natural sciences; also, on its
philosophy a n d Ut m o t. He msy be addressed at 15 Franklin-street, Boston, Msss.
K. P. W ilso n , long known as a successful lecturer on Spiritualism In the northern
part of Ohio, wdl receive Invitations to leoture in acaesaible places. He may be ad dreased, Biver Styx, Ohio.
Kav. G ibson S mith will lecture on Human Magnetism, Clairvoyance, the Facts
and Laws of Spiritualism, and all slmilaj subjects wherever he may be called. Postoffice address Sonth Shaftebury, VC.
6 . C. S t e w art, who generally speaks Involuntarily, under spirit control, will re
spond to calls to Isotnre on Spiritualism, within any convenient distance from this
city. Ho may be addressed at Newark, N. J .
‘
Da. C. P. Sanoeoed, Speaking Medium and Normal Leotnrer on Spiritualism,
will respond to calls for public lectures. Addieas, Pendeeville, Columbia Co., Wls.

WEEKLY JOURNALS DEVOTED TO SPIRITUALISM.
SriltmiAL T elegraph ; Editor, S. B. Brittan; publishers and proprietors, Partridge
A Brittan, 8 « Broadway, N. Y. Terms, (2 per annum.
C hbistian S fib it u a list ; Edited and published by the Society for the Diffusion
Spiritual Knowledge, 568 Broadway, N. Y. Terms. 82 per annum.
N ew E ngland Sfibitualist; Editor and. publisher, A E. Newton, 15 Franklin
street, Boston; Terms, $2 per annum.
S piritu a l C n iv e e se ; L. S. Everett, Editor and proprietor, Cleveland, 0. Terms,
12 per annum.
Aus or P a o o ia n ; Editor and publisher, Stephen Albro, Buffalo, N. Y .; Terms, $2
per annum.
S pibitd a l M esssngxb; E. Mead, H.D., Editor and publisher, No. 80 Sixth-street,
Cincinnati, O. Terms, $2 per annum.
T ub T both S bbkbb ; Editors end proprietors, A. P . Bowman, and X. B. Londen
Angola, Steuben Co., Indiana. Terms, |1 50 per annum.
v
T ub C bisis ; Editor, Eev. Henry Weller, I n Porte, Indiana. Terms, 82 per annum.
T he M edium , conducted by J. M. Barnes and H. W. Halbert; published at ConM eat, O. Terms, (1 60 per annum, in advance.
Y obkshibb S pieitu a l T elegraph , a monthly periodical, published by J, Rhodes,
Market Place, Keighley; and Holyoake A Co., Fleet-street, London.

SPIRITUAL MAGAZINES.
T if f ant's Monthly. Editor and proprietor, Joel Tiffany; publishers, Partridge

Spirit-Mani) estat lons.

Review of Beecher’s Report.

Review of Rev. Charles Beecher’s opinion of the Spirit-Manifestations. By John
S. Adams. Price, 6 cents; postage, 1 cent.

Spiritual Instructor.
Containing the Facte and Philosophy of Spiritual Intercourse. Price, 88 cents;
postage, 8 cento.

The Spiritual Teacher.

¥

By Emesee. This hook, of 75 pages, Is written In the style of historical romanoe,
with particular reference to High Rock, in Lynn, Mass .Price, 25 e ta ; postage, 8
eta

Science vs. Spiritualism.
A treatise on Turning Tables, etc. By Count Agenon Do Gcsparin. The general
subject of Modern Spiritualism and its theological bearing is considered in two
volumes of niarly 1000 pages Price, 82 50; postage, 40 eta.

By Spirits of the Sixth Circle. B. P. Ambler, medium. Price, 60 cents; postage.
T cents.

Messages from the Superior State.
Communicated by John Murray through J. M. Spear. Prioe.60 cents; postage,
8 cents.

The Great Harmonia. Yol. IV.
The Reformer. By A. J. Davis. Concerning physiological vioes and virtues,
and the Seven Spheres of Marriage. Price, $1; postage, 12 cento.

The Great Harmonia, Vol. L
The Physician. By A J. Davia Price, $1 25; postage, 20 oenta.

The Great Harmonia, Vol. II.

The Teacher. By A J. Davia. Price, $1 00; postage, 12 eenta

The Great Harmonia, Vol. III.
The Seer. By A J. Davia Price, $1; postage, 12 cents,

A Treatise on the Peculiarities of the Bible.
Being an Exposition of the Principles involved In some of the most rdmarkable
Facte In Revelation. By Rev. E. D. BendelL Price, 76 oents; postage, 17 cento.

Dr. Esdaile’s Natural and Mesmeric Clairvoyance.
With the Practical Application of Mesmerism In Surgery and Medicine. (Eng
lish Edition.) Price, |1 25; postage, 10 cento.

Fascination;
Or, the Philosophy of Charming. By John B. Newman, H. D. Price, 45 oents;
postage, 10 cento.

Rivulet from the Ocean of Truth.
An interesting narrative of advancement of a Spirit from Darkness to Light. By
John S. Adams. Price, 25 cento; postage, 6 cento.

Astounding Facts from the Spirit-World.
Witnessed at the house of J. A GrtdJey, Southampton, Mesa Plus tinted with
colored diagram. Prioe, 88 cento; postage, 2 cento.

Philosophy of Creation.

A Britten, 812 Broadway, Now Pork. Terms, 88 per «n»nm
Unfolding the laws of the Progressive Development of Nature. By Thomas
Saobsp Cibola Editors, Hon. J. W. Edmonds and O. G. W arren; publisher»,».
Paine, through Horace G. Wood, Medium. Prioe 88 oents; postage, 6 eenta
a Hoyt, 2 « Broadway, New York. Terms, 52 per annum.
The Child and The Man.
T nb N orth-W estebx O e iin t . Editors, Hiram Hugunin and George Haskell,
Fourth of July Oration by Dr. Hillock, with axtem ponnm m Speech« by B.B.
M.D. publisher, J H. B rudage, Waukegan, IlL Terms, f l 60 per annum.
Brittan and others. Price 18 cents; postage 8 oenta.
H

Spiritual Experience of Mrs. Lorin L. P la tt

Being an Exposition of Facts, principles, eta. By Rev. Adin Ballon. Prioe, T5
Price, 25 cents; postage, 8 cento.
cents; postage, 10 cento.
Principles of Human Mind,
Reply to a Discourse.
Deduced from Physical Lawa By Alfred SnelL Price, 26 cents; postage 8 e ta
Of Rev. S. W. Lind, D.D., President Western Theological Institute, Covington, The Healing of the Nations,
a
Ey. By F. E. Bland, AM., S t Louis. Price, 15 cents; postage, 2 cents.
Through Charles Linton, Medium, with an elaborate Introduction and Appendix
Beecher’s Report on the Spiritual Manifestations.
by Gov. TaUmadge. Illustrated with two beautiful steel engravings Contains
To the Congregational Association of New York and Brooklyn. Price, paper, 25
650 pages Price, $1 50; postage, SO cento.
cents; muslin, 88 cents; postage, 8 and 8 cents.
Dungeon Rock.

PARTRIDGE A BRITTAN, Publishers.
R E M IT T A N C E S T O T H E SPIR ITU A L TEL E G R A PH ,
l i a i s e a s m ' B i 81, 1857.
Jocob Steuffer, 81; 8.8. Nicholes 1, M rs Martha Smith, 1; W. R. PUree 30c.;
Jacob Meshum, 15; Geo. A. Luton, 2; Jones Lubor, 1; William Bandie, 2 ; Bepj. .
Farley, 2; Ann Fairchild, 2; B. W. Rinball, 5 ; C. Horton, 25c.; John Mitchell, 25.;
S. B. Smith, 25e.; M rs Smith, 2 50; Myson E. Cole, 1; Geo. C. Ball, 2; Jacob Cobb,
Thomas Middleton, 2; Geo. B. Ransom, 1; E . G. Jones, 2; P. Forney, 1 24; James
Nichole, 1; B. Taylor, 1 ; Geo. Whiting 1 87c.; Warren Crossman, 2; Lyman Per
kins, 1; Robert Barney, 42c.; 8. B. Wells, 8 ; John B. Briggs, 2; J.V . M apesl; P.
W. Edgoll, 1; J. T. Wilson, 24o.; Ben). Davia T ; O. E. Meed, 1; Albert Forster 2 ;
J . P. Averoll 2; J. H. Dauber Moody, 2 ; L. A. Griffith, 5; O. Wtlllams, )8e.; Dr. E.
Kirkpatrick, 2 ; B.Fauth, 1; J. Van Inwagen, 20c.; J. Vickers, 1; B. W. Chapin,
1 50c.; J. H. Williams, 1; J . P. Walter, 2 50c.; H. M. Deynowltz, 2 24c.; W. W.
Travis, 2; D. Sherman, 12; H. W. Mayo, 2 ; N. H. Ballanger, 8 ; B. F. Davey, 8;
P. R. Williams, 1 21c.; Dr. H. Savery, 2. .

iH7VF.SE SUGAR CAVE.
Isr packages of 8000 seeds, po3t-paid to applicants, for 81.25, with directions for cul
ture. Chihesk P otato, Imperial White, perfect tubers, (the only ones for sale of
American growth) 620 per hundred, 85 for 20, 88 for 12. Imported tubes and root
cuttings of uncertain varieties, 865 per 1000, 67 per 100, {4 for 60, 62 for 25, with
Treatise on Culture. Orders for 85 or under, cash. Larger amounts one-third or
two-thirds cash, or two-thirds on delivery, now or In Spring. We send them by Ex
press. Earth Almond $1 per 100, Licorice |10 per 100, 83 per doz. »ladder 810 per
100, Lawton Blackberry *28 per 100, 88 per doz., Oscer Scions, fine varieties, 82 to 86
per 1000; Tanners’ Sumach, 810 per 100; Victoria and Linnaius Rhubarb, 89 per
100; Giant Asparagus, 84 to (6 per 1000. Yellow and Honey I-ocnst and Osage
Orange seeds; Stocks of all kinds for grafting; Scions for ingrafting; Cuttings of
Trees and Shrubs; Tree, Vegetable and Flower seeds In quantity; Grapes, Goose
berries, Currants, Raspberries and Strawberries, cheap in quantity.
Priced Catalogues of every department of Nursery Stock sent post-paid to appli
cants.
250-11
WM. R. PRINCE A CO., F l c s u ik o , N. Y.
J,

B ra d y T ir J n t^ C S ii B roadw ay, N ew Y o r k .

